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PR^F'ACE
This report is submitted to the National Aeronautics and
Space AdminisCration's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
as the data requirement for Task 7, Support Special
Analysis, Tradeoff of Water and Waste Management Concepts,
contract NA59_?3^D1+. The contract was performed under
the direction of Mr. J. R. Jaax of Crew Systems Division.
It presents evaluations of patentia]. water and waste
management concepts f'or use in the applications of Space
Station, Lunar Surface Base e.nd Interplanetary Missions.
Additionally, the logic is provided in appendix form far
computerized evaluation of candidate configurations. The
contract was performed in the Biotechnology axid Space
Sciences Department by W. G. Nelson, task leader, with
the assistance of W. Wong and M. M. Yakut.
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Section l
INTRQDilCTT^N AND SUMMARY
f^any of the future apace missions envisaged by today's planners wi11 involve
long-term support of man in earth orbit, an the lunar surface, and i;o the near
planets.
	 Success of these missions rely, in a large part, on the effective- 	 ,,
Hess of thQ life support systems to reliably provide the life support needs
of the crew.
k;arlier space ventures such as cremini and Apo110 relied on less complex, open
sti^•^ems for life support because of the relatively small crew sizes and short
duration missions. Although Skylab was longer duration, the ample launch
capability of the Saturn launch vehicle required life support systems of only
medium efficiency.
As the day of longer duration missions approaches, however, more efficient
and complex systems will be requix.d which employ recovery of used crew waste
-
	
	 products. Numerous different candidates exist for use in these long duration
missions and several have received research and development effort to prove
their ^rorth and t^c arrive at workable designs. Several concepts have been
proven by long-term testing with the crew included, in the ecology poop and
using their recovered waste.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the numerous concepts and configura-
tions which exist in the water and waste management area of Life support. The
concepts are evaluated Pram an equivalent weight and cost stand point for the
mission applications of Space Station, Lunar Surface Base and Interplanetary
The results of the study can be divided into two categories: (1) results
which identify the configuration characteristics having the biggest influence
an equivalent weight and cost and (2) spec^.fic results on evaluations of
candidate configLUations. A summary of these results follows.
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From a weight st gridpoint,exr^ndabl.es are the greatest contributor (allowed
by equipment fixed weight, and equivalent power weight. Penalties for cooling
are negligible. These conclusions apply tc^ all three mission applications.
Referring to costs, hardware costs are the mast important factor for apcli-
cations of Lunar Base and Space Station. Launch casts due to fixed and
expendable ereights are the largest factors for Interplanetary flight.
Makeup water is required when recovery efficiency is not sufficiently high
and this can contribute greatly to both cost and weight penalty.
.	 k^valuations of the candidate configurations rely gx°eatly on the concept
^^^
criaracteristic data gathered from literature as reported zn Section 3.1.
Much of the data is conflicting and apparently was derived from dissimilar
ground rules and requirements. Therefore, results of these evaluations are
believed to only generally reflect the true worth of tk^e configurations, Tt
is recommended that effort be expended to refine the concept characteristics
to a common base so that the evaluations can be made more meaningful.
However, based on the available data some general results can be summarized
regarding the configuration evaluations. Vapor compre$aion, flash evaporation
and air evaporation with electrolytic pretreatment are favored for urine water
recovery. Multifiltration appears superior to reverse osmosis far wash water
recovery, The stinger/vacuum drying waste management concept had lower weight
and cost than the vacuum drying with flush water. This did not reflect the
potential esthetic value of the concept with flut^h water and the anal wash.
The manner with which the above concepts are synthesized is not important as
long as recovery techniques are sufficiently efficient to void makeup water.
The above results are highly dependent upon qualitative criteria which rank
several potentially efficient concepts low because they are not well
developed.
" appendix A presents detailed trade data to enable the reader to perform
sens3.tivity analyses and to conveniently tradeoff systen configuratians
r;ot Covered in 4he main body of this report.
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Section 2
REQUIREMENTS
A comprehensive evalt^at+.on of possible water and waste management concepts
requires clearly defined requirements fox {1) crew requirements in terms of
process rates, flow rates and water quality E.ad (2) mission requirements in
terms of vehicle and mission interfaces. Below the most important requirements
are listed which have a si^ificant influence on the trade study.
4'..1 Crew Requirements
The water and waste management subsystem receives excreted and wash water
from the crew and experiments and then treats, processes and stores the water
until removal fz•om the vehicle or reuse by the cxew. Table 2-1 lists the key
crew water needs.
^:
Fable 2-1
i:rew Water Requirements
Item	 Lb/Man-Day
Potable Wager
o Drinking	 5.18
o Food Preparation (hot;
	
0.79
a Food Preparation (cold} 	 0.79
Subtotal^7^
^,b /6 Men-DaSy
31.08
4,74
x+.74
r0: 5T
Hygiene Water
o	 Urine Flush Water
{male urinal} 2.8 16.8
o	 Fecal Flush Water 3.3 19.8
o	 Shower Water 8.0 48.0
o	 Crewman Wash Water 4.0 24.0
o	 Washing Machine 36.7 220.0
o	 Utensils 15.0 90.0
Subtotal ^ +18.6
Experiment Water 5.0
Total +^i6 -.16
_^.
-3-
.w^
_.	
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5.96
1.00
O.l
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Table 2-1
:r
	
Crew Water Requirements
{Continued)
Item	 Lb/Men-Day	 Lb /6
 Men-D
Crew Output
o EJrine Liquid Output 	 ^.^
o Sweat Plus insensible
	 x.02
o Feces	 0.07
Dther
a Latent load from washers & showers
o Latent load from experiments
o Food preparation latent load
Piote: Data Source - Preliminary Space Station Design Requirements
for Environmental Thermal Control and Life Support System
Equipment, MSC 01^8^^.
2.2	 Mission Requirements
,-	 Applications for the various candidate: waste and water mes^agement configu.ra- '
tion are (1) Space Station; {2} Lunar Surface Base; and {3) interplanetary. 4
Below, in Table 2-2, is a brief summary of the mission requirements used in
z
f
the study. ^.
^. Table 2-2
':o
Mission Requirement:
t
Item Space Station Lunar Base Intex^].anetary
ca
Mission duration, 3 minimum 3 minimum 3 minimu^i
years
Humber of crew 6 6 6
^,lectric power source solar cells isotope/Brayton isotope/Brayton
-	 Heat source electrical waste heat waste heat ^	 j
Cooling space radiator space radiator space radiator
haunch vehicle orbiter orbiter, 2-stage gas core engine ^
cnemieal from launcher
e 3rth orbit to
lunar orbit, 2-
stage chemical
to lunar surface
Resupply period 9D dr*ys 90 days none
tio. of flight units 3 3 3
requireu J
..^_
,^
,,_^
^^
-	 .
^. _.^
t.	 ^^+
;^^ ^
Isotope /^rayt.on power system was selected for `she iaterplaneta^°y Mission
because its penalties ere nearly independent upon mission, Solar cell. area
is highly dependent upon the precise mission p^.e,nned end the intent of the
study was to investigate the interplanetary mission in general terms.
Therefore, the isotope/Brayton power system was used for that application.
The number of f^.ight units assumed was three. This allows far a backup unit
and one equivalent unit for engineering models and qualification units.
-5-
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2.3 DEFINE IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
2.3.1 Introduction
Effort in task 2 involves the definition of the criteria to be used in
evaluating the candidate water/waste management concepts. These criteria
take the form of oualitative considerations and quantitative considerations
(trade factors). The quantitative considerations attempt to reduce to some
common quantity such as cost or equivalent weight all. the ghysical char-
acteri^stics of the candidates wY^ich impact the program. The qualitative
considerations are those which are important in the comparisons but cannot
be conveniently reduced to cost or weight. In the pexagraphs below, the
trade factors and qualitative considerations are given along with the
rationale for their aevelopment. A summary of trade factors derived are
given in Table 2- 3.
2.3.2 Cost Trade F'actar Development
'The bulk of the data used to develop the trade factors originated in the
Space Station Studies performed by McDonnell Douglas in the early 70's
{contract NAS$--2511+0). Initial effort on the study was based on a Saturn
launched large diameter Space Station. The st^;dy was later redirected to
a Shuttle launched modular Space Station due to 'Lhe maturation of the
Shuttle program. Cost f'ac rGars were developFd during the study far both
Space Station concepts. The Modular Space Station factors are applicable
in thin study for the Space Station applicstinn and cost data on the large
diameter Space Station are usefu]. for Interplanetary and Lunar Surface Base
applications.
2.3,2.1 Space Station Cost Factors
Trade factors based on cost were derived by a linear extrapolation to
updated shuttle launch costs. Cost per launch value used was $12.2 million/
launch which is the value used an the ^fOSC study, Manned Orbital Systems
Concepts {.IAS$-3101 10 , by adASA direction. Below is a table of Modular
Opaee Station Factors along with e:ctrapclated values for use with the
`pace Station application (nee t eferenr_e ].) .
-6.^
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Table 2-3
AND WASTE MANAGEM^IT
TRADE FACTORS
1
..
Tyke
Application Resource Cost j,ft	 Factor Data Source
Space Station
E
Launch Weight X $610/Lb	
^
Modulax Space 5tatian
_ Launch Volume X $l,q'l5 /Cu Ft Nfodular Space Station
Electric Power (1) X $9,9^^ /Watt-10 Yr Modular Space Station
Crew Time X $2 ,1k2/Man Hx Modular Space Station
Lunar SuY°^ace Base Lauuoh Weight X $230/Lb Space Transportation System Data
Lau.^zch Volume X $^+359/Cu Ft Modular Space Station
^ Crew T^.me X $31.10/Man Hr Modular Space Station
' Electrical Power ( 2} X $13,597 /Watt--lO Yr Large Diameter Space Ststion
Interplanetary Launch Weight X $12 ,287/Lb Large Diameter S/S & Tnhouse
NIDAG Studies
Launch Volume X $32,002/Cu Ft
9
Electrical Power ( 2) X $22,63/Watt-3 Yr "
Crew Time X $8,6$1/Man Ar Modular Space Station
(1) Sa1ar Gell/Battery
(2) Isotope/Brayton
r	 ,
__ T_
T'3'Pe
Application	 Resource Cost	 ►Jt Factor ( lb) Data Source
Space Station	 Electrical Polder (].) X (0.372 + 0.238T )P Large Diameter Space Statioxa
Electrical Posner {2} X {0.3^^+ -^ 0 ^-x^T}P Large D3a^neter Spence 5tatior^
Liquid Cooling X {0.0].1 + O.Dl1PP )Q Modular Space Station Data
A3.r Cooling X (0.0183 + 0.073PP )Q Modular Space Stat3an Data
Lunar Surface Base Electrical Power (2} 	 X (0.35 + 0.118T}P	 Large Diameter Space Station
Liquid Cooling	 X (0.0123 + 0.012PP )Q	 Modular Space Station
^	 A^.r Cooling	 X {0.0196 + D.07^PP )Q	 Modular Space 5tstian
r
Interplanetary	 Electrical Power {2}	 X
Liquid Cooling	 X
Aar Cooling,	 X
(1) Solar Cell/Battery 	 ^mbols
(2} Isotope /Brayton	 P - Pasrer (watts}
T -- Mission Durat
{0.341 + 0.118T)P	 Large Diameter Space Station
(9.55 ^ g.g8 PP} Q x 10 3	 Modular Space station
(0.0168 + 0.072PP )Q	 Modular space station
PP - Power Penalty {Zbfwatt}
ion {yr}	 Q -Cooling { Btu/Hr}
;^^:
,_.^,^._-:_.	 _::- _.:....^,. _ __ - -	
- Y-.^-- -	 —:.^..^..^^;..,.,...._..:.o:. ^^....-.may = - 	 -	 ..^
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COST TRADE FACTORS FOR SPACE STATION APPLTCATT(7N
COST/LAUNCH
Resource Units
$5x146 $1ox106 12.2x14
Launch weight $/Lb 250 500 61a
Launch volume $/cu ^ 1,500 1,830 1,975
Electrical Power $/watt -10 yr 7,Fi50 8,590 9,9^+^+
Crew Time $/man-hr 1,90 2,080 2,1+2
These trade factors are based on estimated changes in total program cost
to add an increment of each resource.
2.3.2.2 Lunar Surface BaBe
Lunar Surface Base launch weight penalty was obtained by adding together
the three major mission segments to move material from earth surface to
lunar surface. The cost for earth surface to earth orbit was assumed to
be the same as for the Space Station application. This assumption is valid
if program costs for a Space Station are comparable to a lunar base, not
counting transportation costs, and this is believed to be the ease. Costs
for transfer from earth orbit to lunar orbit and from lunar orbit to lunar
surface came from reference 2 which is a recent study an transportation
systems by I^IA^A= t^I'C .
In order to land 92.3 x 14 3 lbs of paylaad on lunar surface, it costs
l) w208.6 x 14b for the payload plus the propellant required for
translunar and lunar landing, 2) X5.5 x 106 for the translunar vehicle
cast per flight and 3) $l.$5 x 106 for the lunar landing cost per flight.
`?'herefore , the cost penalty far lunar surface base is
ati 208.6 x 106 + $5.5 x 106
 + $1_.85 x 106 = ^ 231^4/Ib payload
92.3 x 1.0 3 1bs payload
i. .__.,,.^1^^t ^.
Type vehicles e^ssumed for these calculations are (1} Shuttle for earth
surface to earth orbit, (2) two stage chemical for earth orbit to lunar
orbit and (3) single storage (chemical) far lunar orbit to lunar surface.
Other cost factors for the Lunar Surface Base were extrapolated from
modular Space Station data based on the vals^e of $b66/1b launch cost
calculated above. This procedure assumes that the cost of the Lunar Base
program would be similar to the Modular Space Station costs. }3elow is
a table showing the extrapolated cost factors for Lunar Surface Base and the
derivation of cost factor for isotope Brayton power. N4odular Space Station
data for solar cells was not extrapolated 'because the requirements for
Lunar Brae is much different; the long lunar night requires a second paver
source such as fuel cells.
..	 q
f	 ..
LAUNCH COST ($/LB}
Resource
	 Units	 250	 500	 23+0
Launch Volume	 $/cu ft	 1500	 1830	 x+359
Crew Time
	 $/man--hr	 190	 2080	 3110
The cost factor for isotope Brayton power source was also derived from
Space Station data as follows:
Power Casts hardware cost } total launch weight x 1a^azxch cost
(isotope	 total power	 total power
Brayton}
_ $228.3 x l06	} ^737oa 1bs	
- x $23^o/1b
25000 watts--lO yrs	 25000 watts-ZO yrs
_ $13,597/watt-10 yr
3
.:
_	 r	 _	
_- -. _
	 ..	 w_ -	 ^
z
^.	
..	
._, __.
;,^ ,^,
^'	 x^
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2.3.2.3 Tntex-^alataetaxy Mission
Interplanetary missions differ from other applications in the.t {l) no
x^°esupply is possible, {2) fewer vehicles are involved, {3) launch weight
is more critical quad {^► ) large launch vehicles will probably be used.
All of these considerations result in larger cost pen$lties.
Cost factors for interplanetary application were based an data from a
recant inhouse study at MDAC and the Large Diameter Space Station study
results. The cost of a 1996 manned Mars mission is estimated at $3.6x108
and has a total payload capability of 293x10 3 lbs. Therefore the launch
cost is:
Launch cast = $3'6 x 1^9
	
- $12,2$7/lb
293 x 10 lb
Launch volume casts are obtained from Lsa •ge Aiameter Space Station data
but modified for the different launch costs for interplanetary missions
as follows:
Volume cost ^ volume cast without launch cost }
total volume
structure weigh
	
total volume	 x launch cost
$293. x 106	^2 790 lb
"" 25, oo cu ft '^ 25, oo cu ft x $12,287/lb ^ $32,002/cu ft
Electrical power cost was derived in the same manner as for Lunar Surface
Bs,se as follows
;_ardware cost	 total launch weight
	Power cost g total power
	
^ total power	 x launch cost(Isotope
Brayton}
W $22$.3 x lab	} 27,120 lbs	
x $'.-2,28q/lb25,000 watts-3 yr	 25,DOO watts--3 yr
$22,463/watt -3yr
e
--11-
.,	 s	 ,
r-
r^^^ ^.^^
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. 	 The power penalty for solar ce11s was not developed because the penalty
is highly dependent upon the specific mission flown. This is due to the
change in solar energy vs.3.ue for missions nearer or farther away from the
earth orbit around the sun. r''or instance, the solar cell area will change
approximately by a factor of ^.^ ► between a Venus sad a Mars mission. In
order to hold the number of passible applications to a. manageable number,
a single type of power system design is assumed, namely the isotope
Brayton desig2l.
Crew time cost reflects the cast of resources necessary to sus?.ain additional.
crew members for tending the subsystems. Since data is not avrRilable for
the Large Aiameter Space Station regarding the change in ereu cost with
changes in launch cost, the Modular Space Station data was used. Below is
the extrapolation to Interplanetary mission applications.
CREW CO5T FACTEIR EXTR.APOL^ATION FOR IPiTE^PLANETAIiY APPLICATION
Launeti coat, $/lb 250 Sao 12,287
Crew Cost, $/man hr 1,9+0 2,080 8,681
`This high crew cost factor of ^:s,681/men hr appears to be a high value
compared to values of $2,12/man hr for Space 5t ation and $2,173/man hr
^'or Lunar Space Base. `i'he high value is due mainly to the high launch
costs associated with interplanetary fli^zht.
x;.3.3
	 I;Quivalent Weight Trade Factors
This paragraph describes the rationale and presents the results for power
and heat refection equivalent weight penalties for the various opplicatinns.
Data was obtained by using Space Station study data for system weights
associated with the resources of power and heat re^ectian.
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2.3.3.1 Space Station Equivalent Weight factors
The power weight #'actors for bath solar cell /battery and isotope Brayton
	
^	 type designs ware obtained from Reference 3 which studied the impact of
	
^	 adding small increments n:e power to the vehicle. The study also developed
penalties for resupply of spares and this we.s included in the expression
for power penalty. The solar array design consists off' e rollout type of
	
'	 array with two axis gimballing and NiCd 3atteries. Below the resultant
	
^-^ - :	 penalty #'actors are given.
Solar cells
q	
Power penalty = (0.37 + C.^3^T)P 1bs
isotope Bra^nn
Power penalty = (0.3^^ + 0.118T)P lbs
where
^,^
	
	
T -mission duration in years
P - power used in watts
Heat refection penalties were developed by determining the incremented
change in mndule^r Space Station heat rejection weight for a small increase
in izat rejection rate. Sufficient area is assumed to be available on the
vehicle so that radiator weight penalty is due to tubes, mani #'olds and
fluid. Rio penalty is included for structural weight and outer skin {fins).
Scaling relationships for heat exchangers, pumps and related equipment was
taken from Reference ^. The resultant penalty expressions are as Follows:
L^.quid cooling
Heat refection penalty ^ {0.Q11. + .011 PP )Q 1bs
where
PP - Power penalty in lbs/watt
Q -Cooling requirement in BTU/hr
4,; ^ ^,
,,.,:^
°^^_^ ^h} .,,
^;Y	 Air Conlin
Heat rejection penalty = {D.OI$3 ^ D,073 PP)Q
Design point for the radiator was taken as ^ angle of 90°, vehicle along
the line-of-flight.
^.3.3,^ ^,unar Surface Base Equivalent Weight Factors
Factors for this application were derived similar to those for the Space
Station application except the penalties are slightly higher reflecting
the larger radiator° area required. Solar cells are nat considered for
power generation on the lunar surface because of the Long lunar night
when the solar cells are inoperative. Fuel cells could be used during
this period but the penalties are expected to be larger than those far
isotope Brayton designs, Design paint for the radiator was taken as high
noon.
Isotope Brayton Power
Power penalty ^ {0.35 + 0.11$T)P 1bs
higuid Cooling,
Cooling penalty ^ (0.0123 + O.Ol2P P )Q lbs
Air Cooling
Coaling penalty = {0.0196 + D.07^tP P )Q 1bs
2.3.3.3 Interplanetary Equivalent Weight Factors
This application results in slightly lower penalties than Space Station
because of the reduction in radiator area for deep space conditions, No
modifications were anade for change in solar he^.ting constant for missions
nearer or farther fram the sun. This effect will not exist if the radiator
axis paints towards the sun and the effect will be only moderate if the
vehicle is broadside to the sun since sun side portions of the radiator can
-1 ^+--
i	 ^`^ ,^
-.:	 . ^ .
.	 ,^
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^r
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^1 ^ Si^j
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;^	 be made inactive. The design point used of earth distance from the sun
4 -	 and vehicle broadside to the sun is an intermediate design case.
Isotope Braytfln power is the only power source presented since solar cell
penalties are very dependent upon the mission flown. Solar cell area would
ue ea:peete^? to vary by a factor of about k.^ between a Venus end Mars mission.
In order to hold the number of applice.^^ians to a reasonable number, a single
i:ype of poorer system design is assumed for interplanetary, i,e., ache
isotope Brayton design.
""'	 The penalties are as follows:
Isotope Hrayton Power
Power penalty = (0.3+1 + 0.118T)F lbs
Liquid Cooling
Cooling penalty - (9.55 x 10 3 + 9,g$ x 10-3 PF )Q 3.bs
Air Caolinq
Cooling penalty = (0.03.69 ^ 0.072 PP }Q lbs
2,3.E	 Qualitative Criteria
Flasis for the qualitative criteria is the Modular Space Station Study, see
Reference 1. Definition of the criteria is modified somewhat however since
their application is different from the Space Station Study. In that study
it was desired to choose concepts which could be applied tc^ a well defined
program and schedule. The application in this prograttt is different because
the applications are not as precisely defined, a specific schedule is not
defined and the results will be used for planning. Therefore, criteria such
as development risk and status are not as important as performance, growth
potential and f'lexi'oility. This also allows less developed concepts to hE
considered. Below is a list of qualitative criteria to be considered.
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1. Performance
	
`	 2 .	 Safety
3. Development risk
	
^+.	 Flexibility	 ^^
5. Growth po^.ential
6. Interface Sensitivity,
7. Complexity
	
	 ^^
,,
A brief explanation of hau' :,bees criteria are applied is presented below.
	 ^
Performance	 'I
All of the concepts to be traded will be scaled for the process needs of
a 6 man crew. ^Fhe performance criteria applies to performance beyond this 	 ^
such as (1} esthetic qualities to the crew, (2) quality of end product,
(3) noise level, and (4) convenience of use.
	
•	 Safety
.	 ..	 I
Same candidate canceFcs may be inherently unsafe due to {1) use of taxis 	 ^
materials, (2} potential for contaminating other systems ar the environment, 	 ^
{3) use of explosive materials or (^} high pressure fluids. A design will
not be considered unsafe if it can be rendered safe by relatively simple
design modifications. 	 4
Development Risk
This criteria is used to credit concepts which have received signi^'icant
,.
develc;pment thereby enabling their potential to be more precisely determined.
Therefore more can^'idence exists that a goad assessment can be made regarding
the probability of the concepts being successfully incorporated into a
vehicle desigtz.
-1.6-
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Flexi 'bilz^r
^:
"
	
	 This criteria is particularly important in this study because several
applications are being considered. 'Sherefore, a concept which is flexible
to-accommodate a variety of applications and alternate missions requirements
is a particularly goad candidate for concentrated development effort.
v-rowth Potential
Growth potential is imparts.nt for the same reason as flexibility. Concepts
which have good growth potential have a greater possibility of n].timately
returning more for the initial development investment. ^'heoretical capa-
bility when compered tc performaxice of current development models will aid
in growth potential assessment.
Interface Sensitivit^y_
Concepts which are sensitive to interface changes have the disadvantage of
^	 becoming less effective ar obsolete if the vehicle ^.nterfaces change.
For example, if a water recovery concept relies on waste heat being available
at a high temperature and low penalty, the cancnpt may look attractiJe when
used with an isotope Brayton power system. However, if the vehicle of
application changes and solar cell power is used, then substantial pe:^alties
may result to provide the heat electrically or with a ^:,olar collector. A
concept which is less sensitive to power system would be favored with
regard to interface sensitivity.
Com^lexits
mess complex concepts generally have an advantage because of inherent
reliability, Lower cost, ease of testing and maintenance and lower develop-
ment risk. These are only general trends and complexity will. be considered
in ecn,^unetion with reliability, spares requirements, and crew maintenance
time.
Section 3
'; CONCEPT ^7EFINITIflN
Iri this sect^.on the basic data for water and waste management concepts are
described, the procedures to eartrapalate the data to specific studies are
discussed, and the candidate config^ux^ations far evaluetior^ are defined.
3.1 Data Collection
mhA moat prnr^isinQ
 water and waste management systems applicable to manned
orbital, lunar and intex^aene "^ary space flight systems were evacuated. System
characteristics were obtained from bath NASA and NIDAC reports, as weal as
Exam hardware manufacturers' development and test data reports. The systems
evaluated are indicated in Table ^-1, which also shows the type of wastes
processed is^ each system and the name of the unit's primary manufacturer.
Table 3-^.
Candidate Water end Waste Management Systems
I
^..^	
-^-- ^^	
...,,,.^
System/Process ^'YPe °f Primary Manufacturers
" Processed Waste
Vapor Compression urine, fecal water, Chemtric, Inc.
Distillation condensate wash water
Air Evaporation/ urine I^3AC
-	 Elec •^roaytic Pretreatment
Air Evaporation/ urine NIDAC
Chemical Pretreatment
Reverse Osmosis wash water Abcar, En,virogenics,
General Electric
Muatifiltration wash water NIDAC
Vapor Diffusion urine Hamilton-Standard
Electrodialysis urine, wash water Ionics, Incorporated
Flash Evaporation urine, wash water A^.Research
Wet ^Jxidation urine, wash water, Whirlpaal, GE, Lockheed
-%" feces , trash
--18^
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Tab3.e 3-1
Candidate Water and Waste Management Systems
	
.r ,	(Continued)	 .,^._w-^
System/Process	 ^e °f 	 Pxima2~y ldanuf$cturersProcessed Waste
r ^
	
_^_
RITE	 urine, wash waters
	
GE
feces
Bsg/Storage Waste	 feces	 Wisirlgool, Rockwell,
Management	 Fairchild	 !
Waste Vacuum Drying	 feces	 Fairchild
f
Slinger Type Waste	 feces	 GE	 __
Management
Vacuum Drying Water 	 feces	 Hami].tan-Standard
Flush Waste Management
3.2 Data Normalization
:.^	 Flight concept data presented a.n Table 3--2 are far various systems of various
,•	 sizes and process rates. In th^,s carrrparative study, these systems are scaled
	
^^'	 to the boundary conditions specified by the missions under coasiderat^.on. The
.^	
dr	
following example illustrates how the systems were scaled. 'I`he scaling
equations are from Reference 22. Not all the systems considered are treated
`^	 in the reference; far these concepts, equation forms were used for concepts
_
	
	
of similar design. Only the equation forms were used; the equations were not
used to size the concepts directly. To illustrate the appli.catian of these
scaling equations, the vapor compression calculation Will be presented as a
sample calculation.
(a) Process rate is taken from the mass balance, e.g., X3.2 lb/day.
{b) Equipment weight e quation comes from Reference 22's system weight equation.
Only the x'ixed weight constant and the exponent are assumed to be the
same. The new canstaa^t is calculated from the latest s,vailable equipment
data.
b^CO lb = 5,1+ x 2.2 + ^w{W)u'^75
where ^ is the constant to be determined and W is the process rate,
^^.:^
r
..	 .. -
	
y	 ...	 _.	 i	 ..	 .. ..
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'_^	 TAr^,r ^.^. c,^.^^ n^ 0<^^1~ 1^r,12^:^:r^ ^^^a`^rrAS^ca^. ^ !A°tAr.;^^.tr:,rd^l' cozy rrF^^r rvnr,unT^c^rr 	 ^^:-	 -
^...	 -
	
^	 r	 ^z,^cTR^c	 casT
y,	 ^'y	 c^^'	 ^;^^	 a	 ^^	 ^'^	 4^	 a	 ^,'^	 P05JI.'i^	 :^ 2+iTLI.IOiJS
CONC^'T	 G,^q ^	 ^^ !h`V^ ,^`^^ F.S^  ^^ti.-^' ^Q o^  _ 4^^ ^^ /..t' p^ ^Y^^r`y, ^'v r.	 _c,	 ..W^
Valor Compression U, FW, 131.E 6 6i+0 18 28/g0 29/90 60/90 0.969 M L 377 7 .6 2.3 D. IS 5,	 6, 7
Distillation C lbs/da
600Air Evaporation ;r 69.E 6 g95 ^+$.8 g0/ X60/ 3D6/ 0. 95 H L 3gD g.$ l.1 0.4g S, 9, 10
^iith Electrolytic bs/day 18 a 180 l80 7 Oa
Pretreatment heat
2D
A^.r Evag —Chemical U 8$.5 6 295 35 250/ 160/ X0 /30 0.95 H Ta X20 t .18 l.2 .1^it/ l8
Pretreatment bs/day 180 3a 830 g0
heat
i
Reverse osmosis jar 22i+ 6 2^+0 6.6 ^3/ laa/ ^+6/9a a.g68 x ^ 22a 20 6.g 0.7	 .0.75 6,	 7,	 ^-^-,
bs/day g0 9a 12, 13, lIt
Mul.tifil,tration WW 16^ 6 198 9. 9 78/ 3J+/ 23/
lbs/aay 180 l80 18a x.985 x ^ l0 20 3.3 •57 •ll 7, l5, l6,
17, 18
vapor Diffusion U 223 9 x+59 13.1 1991 112/ 112/ a.g6 L x g20 20 5.1g o,85 1,5^ 18, 1g, 20
las/day 500 500 5aa
Electrodialysis U, WFr 82 10 136 3.9 958/ 123/ 82/ 0.95. M 1d 20 2l .5 2.^ ,g 2l, 22, 23
lbs/a^. 360 360 360
NOTES: (l) U = URINE, FW =FLUSH WATER, WW ^ WASii WATER, C = CONDENSATE, F -FECES
	
(2)	 H= HzOti, M W rSEDTUM, L ^ T,OW
	
( ;;^ ^	 REFIaRENCES: ATTACHED
	
.	 ..	 _ ..._ ti	 T_......_..,.._
v
.._
L^"'	 ^,:.... - - 
.mac	 ^	
..:m...
^^
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x ^ = 6^..9
`-_"^	 System equipment weight = 3.1.8 ^ 63.9 (^^.2^0.^+75 = 3$2 lb
Similarly, the volume equation is
Vol. = 35.2 x 1.25 x 10 2 ^ K x(131.. ^) W ^.$ cu ft
K	 = 0.126
v
System equipment volume for a process rate of X3.2 lb/day is
V = l . ^►96 ^ 4.126 (^3. 2 ^ = 6.9^+ ft3
Note: The constaxkts 2.2 and 35.2 in the above equations ec^nvert the results
from metric to English units.
o System power is assumed to be d3.rect],y propartianeil. to process rate:
Paver required = 13.2 lb/day x 3?7 ^ratts = 12^ watts
131. ^ lb/aey
o Expendables are assumed to be proportional to process rate:
X3.2	 2$ lbs _	 l
,. ^...,,^
13iT x g0 days W g ' 2 9o- days
o The initial. and makeup spares are proportiamaa. to the fixed weights.
	
382 lb	 l29 lb __ ^7 1^..initial. spares	 0 1b x s0 days	 9G days
	
382 lb	 ^0 lb	 = 36 lb
mal^eup sp^res^ x g0 days	 94 days
o Crex time is taken from SSP report where available. Other4as.se , it is
estimated from a s{,.milar system.
o Xt is assumed that the non-recurring, recurring, spares and expendables
casts are uncha3aged.
_22^
,.,^'
^AI,^ y_.^ f ^i^#
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A summary of the performance characteristics of each cif the systems evaluated 	 - -'
^:
	
	 is presented in Table 3--3. Included are 1} the processed material types and
rates; 2} equipment weight, volume, initial spares and power requirements;
3} resupply spares and expendable as a function of resupply tines; ^} qualita-
tive assessment of reliability level and crew tiale; and 5) cost.
A11 weight, volume and power characteristics were based an manufac*,:^rers'
estimated flight equipment conflgusations. Some of the manufacturers' data,
which included detailed system analyses, resulted in identifying more components
for redundancy, valuing and flu3.d routing, and consequently entailed higher
system weights than others. ^Io effort was made in this study to normalize the
effects of such variations in system design sopha.stication.
The amounts of spares required, when not explicitly given in the manufacturers'
reports, were calculated by using the spares provisioning calculation method
presented in Re^`erence 22.
' 1 	 Reliability levels and crew maintenance tunes were qualitatively evaluated for 	 _
'^	 ^	 each system and assessed as high, medium or low.
E',
Coat estimates were also established for each of the concepts evaluated. Cost
values are shown in Table 3-3 for non-»recurring, recurring and spares and
expendables. Most of the cost estimates were calculated from the data and
methodology presen-^ed in References `^ and 18. All costs are given in 1925 	 -
dollars. A factor, equivalent to cost of 1tYr3ng 3.nde^, was used to account
far escalation in costs due to inflation.
^,
3.3 Masi Balance
A water mass balance was produced in order to translate the water praduct^.an
and use data from Section 2 into performance requirements for the candidate 	 '^ -^
waste and water management configurations. Ti^is mass balance also determines
the makeup water requirements far the candidate configurations so that ^:he 	
5
differences in recovery efficiencies can be accounted for.
--23-
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`` '^	 Table 3-3	 CAi^Ji)ID,'^`1'E 4l^'TER Ais^ 4iA.^TR 1+^1l:rAGP,J'::T1'1' f:OPi(;RF"P I'sVALUATIO2I `^.
u 1+3.2 6 382 6.94 9.2190 7719 3619 o.g6g M 152 121 ^ 7.6	 2.3 O.Te
Vapor Compression	 U ^ F'4T 61+.2 X59 9.59 3.7190 92.519 X3/9 Mii/ 1.81+
u ^- Ww >*3o.g 116 56 1+0190 22519 105190 Xr 1.238
A11 1+52 11i1 58 1+3190 260/9 1.07/90 1288
Air Evaporation
^
1+75 21f6 >k10 1.1 0'^9with Electrolytic	 u T+3.2 6 72$ 37 18/18 31x0/ 2261 0.95 x t^i/3 +1+36 9.8
Pretreatment 1$0 1$0 Yr Heat
Air Evaporation
with Chemical	 U 1{3.2 6 208 23 22118 1131 2$130 0 .95 K 99 210
10
^,}^ 2g 6.7 1.0^
Pretrea^^nent 30 /3 Heat 90
x
Reverse Osmosis	 W4T 387.7 6 368 8.9 21 8/90 173/ 80/g0 0.968 H ^^ 1.35 20 6.9	 0.7 0.75
90 Xr
Nfultifiltration	 ^T4T 387.7 6 379 7.5 X21. /1.$ 65/ T+>^/180 0.98 x ^^ l0 3 1+ 3.3	 0.57 0.11.
180.
xr
6 ^ , 8
38.6/ 37/ 37/500 O. g6 H
M^^3
800 ^ 5.19 0.85 1.5la
Vapor Dif#'usion	 U 13.2 153 500 500
xr
Electrodialysis	 U 1}3.2 6 92 2.8
5a1^/
360 21/90
13.9/gp 0.95 id 315MH/3 Ili 11+ 7.5	 2. 1^ 0. 9
u + t•T^a X30.9 6 195 21+ 2317/ 11.3190 71+/90 Yr 95 100
360
id0i'ES :	 (1)	 U - L1HII'TE , ^rT ^ FI^uSH WA'1`ER, W41 =WASH WA`T`ER, C =CONDENSATE , P =FECES
(2)	 H = HIOtf , M ^ 1vil;DltF.^I, i, = S.OW
(3}	 REFERENCES; A`ITACHED
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^,.	 ^.^ _y	 1^f7	 cY r ,^ r t .sy ^ s,^,q4 4^  .^ ^4 . ^y ^^ ^;j '^, ^v ^y
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^+ w	 ,Q	 [^" f^► ^^'	 iii	 ^ti	 ^	 ^^Q,	 ^	
G^ +rs;., a^^. RV ^^ ,^Q^t'^^
K!	 ^
	
[!	 '43.2	 6	 207	 F.1	 1[7,5/ $3/90 . 56/nc^ 0.95	 1^	 32	 0	 32^'	 6.4 1.6 	 0.8	 .
F'1$s2^ Ev^^oratian
	
li+W4f .. 430.9	 E 975	 25	 90	 1^I/.
^'	 1+2/ 90 	 93/90 -65/90
	 ^►?'	 1673.,
.	
_	
^	 x+3.2	 6	 207. ];8.1 ' 52/36 38/36 ` 94/36 b.,95	 ^•	 30	 24 .5	 1^+	 8:0 2.0	 75 ',
wit ox^as^tion .	 v+FVr	 6§ .2	 27 2 .i 75/36 So/36o 22/3E	 ^/ 3,59 .  21
	
t3+Ww	 ^+30.9
	 97^ 7^+
	
aCF	 51/36 x+3136: ^
	
Yr gg38 l
"' -'	 A:ZI	 4 2	 1Q0$ 76.2 051	 2 . 6	 6	 ^.	 4 2 ^^
	
U	 x+3.2 F 72'5 21	 57136; 2136 28/36 0:975 L	 28 2E0 ' 22.` 14:5 2.3 0.95
RTTE	 ^+Fw	 64 :2	 gg 1 27	 84/36 k136 ' 2136	 rtir/ 383 32r	 OftfW	 &30.9	 4^.9 87	 OZ7^3	 35/3 ^5^i/36
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A7.1	 •4 52	 564 89.6 1138/3	 13/ 1605/3.	 629 2271	 ,
^K/Storage Waste
I^na^ement System	 F	 2 lb/	 6 1,92 12	 246J 3,9190 5/90 . 	 H.	 H	 -	 4	 2.3 .75 0.24.
	
aay	 9.0
^.	 ^/Vacuum. il^yir^;
Waste t^fanaggrient	 F	 2 lb/	 6. 251 i^	 57/	 34/g0	 5/90 -	 !"-	 ?+^	 -	 $	 4.B 1.1 '0.3
S,yst^	 ^a;^	 ^0	
_
53an.S r/Vactsi^m
BrYin^ Waste	 1	 x:.3 1t^/ ^
	 95	 8	 7/180' ' ^-5/.40 30/u00 -	 1?	 L ' X 00	 --	 3..2 0.35 0.;1
^"	 i"ana^;ernerlt System . 	 n^v
^.
	
,.	 .
tr^ cut:m Dr;r
	
_	
_
^=	 S•7atea Flush	 ^'	 ^	 309	 1a?	 4./180 Sk ll^-- 5/94,	 ^?	 I,	 ?.03. .107 	 2.7 1.E :.n.2^;
p'.	 '-
^	 -
I'{0'^'E5:	 (1)	 U = [FR^Pf, F"d = FLUStf WATER, W4^' = ti7J^ti WAR *
 C - C4IiI3^iSR'I'E, F = F'ECSS
,::	 .
-.	 (-2).	 1^ _ it1GH, td _ I^S3IUd, I, = L{7:^1
a
--^
1
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^.,	 An important interface when determining the makeup water requirements
involves the interface with the 0^ recovery system. In performing the mass
	
_^	 balance, an 02 recovery system was assumed to be part of the vehicle system;
	
^^±	 the type assumed employs 1) electrochemical depolarized CO 2 concentrator,
2) Sabatier 02 recovery and 3) water electrolysis for 0^ supply,
:^
^,
	'€	 The typical mass balance written in terms of generalized efficiencies is
	
',j	 shown in Figure 3^1. Also, two types of fecal collectors are shown, with t.:
,^ and without flush. Condensate which is relatively pure water was used for
	
€^	 ur^.nal flush; excess condensste beyond this requirement was directed to the
•3
	^,-^	 wash water syste.r^ where xt can be processed at lower penalty than in the
	
-`^	 urine water recovery system.
Water flows to the cabin ^,n the form of water vapor from washers, shower and
experiments end this is made up by the condensate and ms.keup water from
potable water storsge. The 0^ recovery system requires 1b.38 lb/day of water
flow for water electrolysis; this is obtained by using co^edensate. Water
vapor is effected into the cabin from the electrochemical depolarized CO2
-^
	
	
concentrator at the rate of 7,81 lbs/day. Water is lost overboard due to
atmosphere leakage, 0.102 lb/day, and from the Sabatier reactor, 0.73 lb/aay.
Water makeup is required in the water balance if overall water recovery
efficiency is less than 97.9 Frith fetal flush and 98.06 without fecal flush.
The higher percentage is due to water recovery assumed from fetal water.
3.k Water Recovexy Versus Stored Water Trade
A pre^.iminary task to evaluating water recovery concepts is to determine if
indeed water recovery is merited at all, This paragraph describes a trade
which was performed from an equivalent cost and weight standpoint of water
recovery versus stored water. The water recovery configuration considered
11SP C +h P #'nl'lntsina rnn^Pntc^
,^.	 ^,	
_
STO G	 -	 u	 tit	 ^..:. t
&	 OR = 6.20 nu + 387.7 n^ - ^t^2.36
. `MAI^13P
Y
382 - 387.7 nW
	
^ X0.56 + (19.8)	 f
._	 X3.20 ^^	 CONCENTRATE
FLt1SH	 OR (65.20 rlu)
(lg,g)	 ^	 13.20 {1-nu)
URZrr^ H2o
-	
or f61^, 20 {1
-nom}]
FFCAL	 ^	 RECOVERY	 ^_	 •--^	 ,
coLLECTIaN	 --^^ — i
; 1+3. 20 	 0 . X73
	
{ X1.0 } I
	
^ OR { fi>+ . 20 }	 02 RECOVII^Y ^	
OVERB(}ARD^^
3$2 ^ ^.._ ._ _
CITIIVSIE, WASH± X3.20382-
16.38'°
5 • g^'
CLOTIiES wASx FETISH
HAND WASH 387.7	 16,80
^i	 URINE
22,51;	 7,81
caNDE^1SETt
sxowER
COLLECTION
5.71 38.Sq<
^+, 0
EXPERIMENT
COI
6AKE`, CABIN &CREW
387.7 CREW
^
387 
^ 
7 
^ LATEL^IT	 --	 21f .12 LBJDAx 	
0.102
WASH WATER ^
^
387.7 {1-^)
	 ^ DRINKING	 -	 31.08 LBfDAx	 OVERBOARD
1.0
RECOVERX	 ---- -	 CONCENTk2ATE; FOOD PREP	 -	 9.38 LB/DAX
FOOD PREP
f
---,,.
^...._-
^:.
+^	 7
	
^	 TfA ^ ^ MA^CEITP - ^3 20 n ^ 3$7.7 n -° ^22.5fi 	 ,—
^`
t
VALUES IN LB/^?AY
nu - URTNE RECOVERY
EF'FICTENCY
n µ Y1ASx WATER
W R^cavERY Er^TCZ^cx
( } -WITH FECAL WATER
RECOVERY & FLUSFI
`. J
r
TANK
,,
.	 ^	 n	
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o	 Urine water recovery - vapor compression
'`^'^	 o	 Wash water recovery - reverse osmosis
o	 Makeup water storage .- bladdered tanks
The Space Station application was used in the trade because this application
^^}
•,	 ; should be ].east favorable to water recovery because of the ].over penalties
^.;
^i associated with costs for resupply weight and volume, electrical power and
t` crew time.	 Weight penalties for power and cooling are slightly higher due
.	 ;^
'^
^	 ^
to equivalent weight of solar cell power, however, the effect of these
-
^`'"-^^ ^^ penalties are small..
	 Therefore, ^.f grater recovery traded favorably far
'^I^ Space Station application it wrsuld also be favored for Lunar Base and
I^
I...
Interplanetary mission.
3
^i Twa sets of bladdered tanks are assumed for this stored water concept.
i `;; This assumption is valid whether the water is stared an the Space Station
^; or a log^.stics module.
	 Tf the water is stored on the Space Station a second
^`
^^`
tank set is required in the Logistics module for bringing up resupply water.
l^ If the water is kept in a docked logistics module, a second tank set is
k required when the docked logistics module is replaced.	 Sufficient tankage
,. is provided for 90 day water supply.
L
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show the trade results for equivalent weight and cost
respectively.	 Based on the water requirements of 378 .9 1b/day a tremendous
amount of resupplied water is required over a 3 year period. 	 This amounts
to x+09,000 Lbs for the rather large water requirement based an Reference 31.
Water recovery is highly favored based on weight, saving aver 40b,000 Lbs
3
resupply in three years.
_ Water recovery is highly favored from an equivalent cost standpoint also as
?ii seen from Figure 3--3. 	 Water recovery costs nearly 30.0 million dollars more
initially but after about 5 months is less costly than stored water. 	 At the
end of three years, water recovery will save ebout 20^ million dollars.
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The trade discussed above assumes urine, wash, condensate and experiment
water recovery. Urine water recovery is far more costly from a weight and
cost standpoint and it is logical to consider eliminating urine water
recovery and resupplying the additional water required. This was examined
and it was determined the urine water recovery alone would save about
7 million dollars and reduce resupply weight by about X2,000 lbs over 3 years.
Therefore it is adviseable to employ water recovery Pram all sources. 	 ,;
3.5 Generation of Configurations Employing Water Rscovery
Due to the unmanageable number of possible combinations of water and waste
management configurations, it is impractical to examine all possible com-
binations. Choosing configurations by examination of concept characteristics
from Table 3w3 is not effective because of the large number of parameters
involved and insufficient visabi.lity on their effect on weight and cast.
A mare precise method is to perforz^ trade studies to select the most
competitive individual concepts from a weight, cost, and qualitative stand-
point. This was done for the 3 mayor concept functions, i.e., 1) urine
water recovery, 2) wash water recovery and 3) waste management. Trade
i
	 factors and qualitative criteria used for these trades are those derived
^.
	
in Section 2.3. The results of these trades are shown in Figures 3-^+ to
;:
	 3-23 and Table 3-b.
;,
;^i
s.
	 urine water recovery concept weight trades are shown in Figures 3- ^► to 3-b.
Electrodialysis is the lowest initial weight concept for all 3 applications.
i.	 Vapor diffusion, vapor compression, flash evaporation and wet oxidation
i'
	 have low overall weight advantages.
Figures 3
-7, 3-8 and 3-g show the cost tradeoff for urine water recovery.
Space Station low cost concepts are vapor diffusion, flash evaporation and
wet oxidation. Flash evaporation, vapor diffusion, vapor compression,
^,
	 and electrodialysis are low overall cost concepts for Lunar Base. Vapor
com^iression, flash evaporation and vapor diffusion are lowest cost for
Interplanet axy Missions.
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The weight tradeoff far wash water recovery is shown in Figure 3-10.
Multifiltration has a significant equivalent we^.ght advantage aver reverse
osmosis. Effects of the penalty differences for the different applications
are small and do not show up in the figure.
Multifiltratian is also favored from a cost standpoint far all applications
as seen in Figure 3-1]..
Consideration was also given to s single concept to process all water, urine,
wash condensate and experiment water. 'the concepts which can potentially
perform these ^'unetions are traded in Figures 3-12 to 3
-17. Vapor compression
and f^.ash evaporation trade favorably from a weight standpoint as seen in
Figures 3-12 to 3-l^. Cost advantages are shown for valor compression,
electrodialysis, and f^,ash evaporation for the Space Station and flash evapo-
ration and vapor compression for Lunar Base, Tnterplsnetary application indicates
cost advantages for vapor compression, wet oxidation, and flash evaporation.
Figures 3-18 to 3..20 show the equivalent weight tradeoffs for the ^ candidate
waste management concepts. The vacuum dry with flush and the stinger--vacuum
drying concepts are about equal in equivalent weight and they are favored
over the other candidates. This is due mainly to the sower expendable
requirements of the favored concepts.
Figures 3-21 to 3-23 give the equivalent cast trades far waste management
concepts.
The stinger-vacuum drying concept is ^.owest cosh, for a^.l three applications
by from 3 to ^+ ^.11ian dollars. This is due to the lower recurring cost of
the concept. The Bag/Storage and the Bag/Vacuum drying concepts became
less competitive for the interp^.aneta^y u^.ssion because of the higher
resupply cost.
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in the paragraphs above some conclusions have been made regarding the
^,^	 equivalent weight and cost of the candidate concepts. Of equal value, but
more difficult to determine Frith precision are the qualitative , criteria.
These criteria are developed and described in Section ^.3. An^evaluation 	 ;^
was made of the candidate concepts e1^d these are shown in enable 3w^+. Ratings	 ,.
are listed as H (high), M (medium), and L (law). From the data in t.ae 	 --
table, vapor compreQSion is the highest rated concept for urine recovery,
primarily due to its high rating in flexibility and interface insensitivity.
The concept can process a variety of different types of waste water and has 	 _
no cooling of heating line interfaces. The air evaporation with electrolytic
pretreatment and flash evaporation tied for second position in the quali-
tative evaluation.
The wash water evaluation showed that multifiltration rated first Frith
reverse osmosis a close second. Multifiltration rated high due to its high
ratings in performance, safety, and development confidence.
The stinger/vacuum drying waste management concept was slightly superior
Vy^	 to the vacuum dry with flush because of interface insensitivity, simplicity,
safety, and development confidence. An important ^onsideration not reflected
in this evaluation are the aesthetic values of the vacuum dry with flush concept
due to the anal wash feature.
Based on the evaluations described above, several candidate configurations
were generated for each application. Generally, on7.y the concepts which
finished high in the qualitative evaluation are included. Table 3-5 lists
the candide,tes along with their key characteristics. A code was developed
to aid in identifying each candidate configuration, an exam ple follows:
S -- VC - RQ - F	 -
L---Vacuum dry with flush for waste
-.-.	 Reverse osmosis for wash water processing
	
-- -	
Vapor compression for urine processing
	
-- - ----	
Space Station application
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WATER AIdU WASTE MA;+TAGEMaiT COPdCEP'^'S
PROCESS MATERIAL
i^-
CONCEP'P ^ fW
3^
3
^^
G-^,
z^
^
^
xW
Ate.+
?{
^
^
C.^
U]
^^
yO^ ^
W ^
A cQ]
^
^
W
W
^
^ E-^
d E^
C^^ pQi.,
^
^^
f^^ U^
^ ^
H H
H
p^.i
CJ?^
Vapor Compression X X X $ H H H M H M
Air evaporation
Electrolytic Pretreatment X H H H M M L M
^.	 Air k'vaporation
^	 Chemzcal Pretreatment X M H H M M L M
Vapor Di°^sion X Psi H M M M M M
Electrodi€^ysis X X L H L M H H M
Flash Evaporation X X H H M M H L L
Wet Oxidation X X X M L L M H M L
RITE X X X M M M H H M L
Reverse Osmosis X M M M H H H M
MultiaFiltration X H H H H M H H
Dag/Storage Waste X L M H L L H H
Bag/VacuuFn Drying Waste X M M H M M M M
Slinger-Vacuum Drying
Waste X H H H M M M H
Vacuum nxy  with Flush
Water X H M M H H L M
H -HIGH i3ATZNG; M - T^AIUM RATING; L -LOW RATI^,iG
-	
..
L-WO-F'
Promising single concept
far weight and ^ost
Urine and Wash Water Recovery Wet Oxidation
Waste Management	 Vacuum dry with flush
.	
^.	 ....I}^ 7Y ?8
_^
APPLICATION/RATIONALE
	 FUNCTION	 CONCEPT
i
-^	 SPACE STATION'
S-vc.-xa.-F
{	 Lo^rest Final Weight
	 Ur^.ne H O Recovery	 Vapor Compression
^;	 for Urine Recovery	 Wash H b' Recovery	 Reverse Osmosis
Urine Water Recovery
Wash Water Recovery
Waste Management
L-VD-RO-S
Second lowest cost
and weight for urine
end wash water
recovery
# On^.y concepts considered which rate 3.n the top three in the qualitative evaluation.
—5 ^.»
I
^:.^ S-FE-M-S
^`,'^±
j`
Lowest In^.tial Cost
}}
,
j 7
;
3'
r
u ^-v^i—y''
',;^ Lowest Weight Single
^{ Concept
-'
''^i S-VC-M-S
^^i Lowest Final Weight
^.^,
-.	 '	 ^"	 .
far 3 Year Mission
)
;^
LUi^AR BASE
L-AE-M-S
Proven concepts (90 day
aimul.ator run}
TABLE 3-5
CANDID:TE CONFIGURATIONS
FOR WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
Urine and Wash Water Recovery Vapor l;o^npression
Waste Management 	 Vacuum ,may with flush
Urine Water Recovery
Wash Water Recovery
Waste Management
Urine Water Recovery
Wash Water Recovery
Waste Management
Vapor Compression
Multifiltration
Slinger/Vacuum Drying
Air evaporation with
electrolytic pretreat-
ments
Multifiltration
Slinger/Vacuum Drying
Vapor Diffusion
Reverse osmosis
Slinger/Vacuum Drying
,,
J
_I
3
3
5
3
9
S^
^gyggY
J
n
Waste Management Vacuum dry with f^.ush
Urikae H 0 Recovery
Wash H2^ Recovery
4Taste Management
Flash Evaporation
Mu3.ti.fi^.tretion
Slinger/Vacuum Drying
TABLE 3.-5 {continued)
CANDxDATE CQNrIGURATIONS
^'OR WATER AND WASTE MANAQEMENT
^.^^^1
^:
`^^
^__
APPLICATION/RAT^ONA^ ,E FUNC^'TON CONCEPT
^^ L-VC--MwB
P
^	 ,,
Highest qualitative Urine Water Recovery 'v`apor Compression
rating Wash Water Recovery ;nulti.fi^.tration
Waste Management S1ingEr/Vacuum Drying 	 -
^„a
INTERPLANETARY ^ ;^
I-WO-F
Primising single concept Ura.ne & Wash Water Re^;overy Wet Oxidation
. for we^.ght and. cost Waste Management Vacuum dry with flush
^^ I-VD-M-S
-	 -	 f^ Lowest weight and cast Urine Water Recovery Vapor Diffusion
^ ^ Wash Water Recovery Multifiltration
;'^
^,
Waste Management Slinger/Vacuum Drying
;.	 ,. I-vc-r^-^ -	 ^
^'	 ) Lowest weight rated in Urine Water Recovery Vapor Compression
''-	 ^'^^ top 3 #'ram qualitative Wash Water Recovery Multifi3.tration
j evaluation Waste Management Vacuum dry with flush	 ,
^!,
>,
-	 ..
^^
.9
3
`	 ^	 ^
-5^-
'^
,,
^..	
'.F
^,
^..	 _...^ _-	 .,,.	 .	 ^.
-,
,^
^I^';t.; :'-
. -,^^.
Configuration S-VC-RO-F represents the lowest final weight far urine water
:`^^;	 recovery concept which is qualitatively acceptable. Reverse osmosis and`k ..J
vacuum dry with Mush concepts were included to produce the SSP design.
S-FE--M-S represents the ].sweat ^.nit3aZ cost ooncept for alb. ^inctior^s. 	 ^ "
S-VC-F is based on the lowest weight single concept and the waste manage-
went
 concept with flush was included since this combination has rece^.ved
development effort in the past. S-VC I^-S is also included because it has
the lowest final weight for a 3 Year mission.	 "^ -
Since Lunar Base programs are likely to be further in the future than Space
Station programs, moxe aLvanced concepts were considered along with several well-
proven configurations. Weight penalties are quite similar between Lunar
B$ae and Space Station, however, cost penalties are h3,gher far the lunar
base.
Configuration L-AE-M-S was chosen because it is a proven concept, it is
essentially the configuration used in the g0 day MAAC Space Station Simulator.
The concept L--VD-RO-S rated well. regarding equivalent weight and cost far
urine and wash water recovery, although it rankE^d poorly in qual^.tativF:
criteria. Configuration I,--WU-F was chosen because wet oxidation also shows
great promise and has the advantage of pr.^cessing nearly all types of wastes
and trash. Vacuum dry with flush was selected with the wet oxidation because
the wet oxidation process can process this product water. Configtisration
S-VC-M-S was included because it ranked highest from, a qualitative standpoint.
The concepts for Interplanetary include two configurations cons^.dered future
development concepts and one proven concept. I-WO-F is identical to eon-
f figuration L-PTO-F and was chosen because of Sts capab^.l^ity oi' handling a
wide variety of wastes. This can be important on a long duratiam flight
where wa,gte storage volume is critical. I-VD-M-S was chosen because the
urine recovery concept, the wash recovery concept and the sl.inger/vacuum
dry ^raste management concept will represent the lowest equivalent weight
essd cost i'or interplanetary application. I VC--M--F was chosen because it
represents well proven concepts and will serve as a datum for the other
_..__-.Y-..^_.^.._.,. ,....._... ^._.^._.. .-.. ._. 	 _ _...i— _^.^. ^a.
}-^,^	 ;i
^ :'r	 '. ^.^	 ;.
``	 d
" ^^
S .A
Section ^
CONFIGURATION EVAbt1ATTON
The candidate configurations developed in Section 3.5 are evaluated in
this section. The procedure followed is to perfox^ equivalent weig':t
and cost comparisons and to evaluate the configurations "based on quali-
tative criteria. An additional important parameter was added in the
configurat^.an evaluation, i.e., penalties for makeup water. Based on
the mass balance calculations described in Section 3.3, makeup water
requirements were cal .cuiated fax each candidate configuration. The
result is shown in Table 1+-l. It can be seen that excess water is
available in some configurations but others with lower efficiences
require substantial amounts of ^aakeup water. The equivalent weight and
cost penalties far the makeup water is included in tine comparisons.
Credit was not giver. to the configurations with excess water since not
enough is ssnown about the missions to know if this water can be used or
net, say fox experiments or cooling. However, no penalty wa g assessed
for storage or overboard expulsion of this water.
^.l Quantits^tive Fvaluatinns
Weight tradeai'fs are shown in Figures ^-Z to ^ -3. Configuration S--VC-M-S
was lowest weight far a 3 year Space Station mission due to low initial
weight end no makeup water requirement. The relatively high recaver3r
efficiency, 98.5 of the multifiltration concept and 96.9 for vapor
compression results in excess water. The wash water unit processes about
9 times more water and therefore its efficiency has a much larger influence
on makeup ureter requirements, Weights of the individual. elements of the
configurations can be seen in Table ^+-2.
Results shown in Figus^e ^-2 for boner Base are sarh3.lax to the results shown
for Space Station. Canfiguxatiaa b VC-M -S shows the lowest weight
the entixe mission. This again is 'because the concept employing mLtt.-
filtration had na makeup water requirement and hence a much lower overall
equivalent weight.
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TABLE ^+-1
E
-:-^	 ^ wATn3 BALANCE ^'aR
^! CANAIDATE CONE^GURA^'SONS
-,
^;;,;;
I^
}' 3 Yr 3 Yr
7Conf^.^urat^ .an Excess Makeup Requi.remeat
' (^^) ^Lb}
fi
^^ ?'i SPACE STAT^aT^
fi^ S-vC-^a-F 5,25
c' S-FE-M-S 39^+
.^ S-VC-F ^ , $^^
t',
i-
S-V'C-M--S x.280
':'. LUNAR BASE
-	 ,^ L-^_M-S 39^
L-^m--^o--s 6 , S5^
PI
';	 ^	 ; L-Wa-F' ^^ , 09g
L VC-M-S ^.28a
YP}YI`EfiPLANE,'I'ARY
^--wo-F ^.^ , og9
z-VD-M-s 860
T-VC-M-F 1,$73
F
'^QQaa!
5
S
j]^
i
_	
^.r
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TABLE ^-2
WEIGHT S'i7ltiMARY POR CANB3:7]ATE GOI+IF'Y^TIONS
Equivalent Weight (Lb}
APFLICATTON/FUNCTION	 ITEH+!	 Iacitial	 3 YearTotal
SPACE STATION
S VC-RO--F Urine water recovery
	
Vapar compression 	 632	 193
Wash watP+- recovery 	 Reverse asmas3s	 609	 X59$
Waste management 	 Vacuum dry with flush 	 378	 779
Makeup water
	
Bleddered tams	 $S	 5333
TOTAI, 1707 12303
^	 S-FE-r^I-S	 Urine water recovery Flash evaparat^.an X32 2551
^	 Wash water recovery Mult3filtration X31 326
^	 Waste management Slinger vacuum dry 13.6 67$
Makeu}a water Bladdered tanks O O
TOTAL 979 593
S VC-F	 Urine and gash water recovery Vapar compression 1935 x+992
Waste management Vacuum dry with flush 378 779
Makeup water Bladdered tanks $O X906
.j TOTAL 2393 10677
S VC-M-S	 Urine water recovery Vapar compression 513
X33.
127$
326Washwater recovery
'
Mu].tifiltration
116 67$Waste management Slinger vacuum dry
Makeup water B1.addered tanks O O
1^0 0 j1.20
r
¢i,	 t;	 _ .
.._.... _..u^ "^ 	 ^ ^.:.:.....^.^ __	 ,^:.,.^....:.:^^^.._..
f,
Equivalent Z^eight ^ LTa }
initial
	 3 xear
'	 AI'PLICAT ION/FUNCTION	 ITII+9	
Tata1
LUNAR BASE
L-AE-M-S	 Urine water recovery Ai•r evaporation with electro^.ytic
pretreatment x187 362
Wash water recovery Multifiltration x+30 3239
Waste management Slinger/vacuum. dry 115 665
Makeup Mater Bladdered tags a a
f	 L-VD--RO-S Urine water recovery
^	 Wash water recovery
^	 Waste management
Makeup grater
L--W^--I^'	 Urine and wash water recovery
Waste management
Makeup water
L-VC-M-S Urine water recovery
Wash water recovery
Waste management
Makeup water
Vapor diff^tsian
Reverse osmosis
Slinger/vacuum drying
Bladdered tanks
Wet oxidation
Vacuum dry with flush
Bladdered taxtks
Vapor compression
Mtiltifiltratian
Slinger vacuum dry
Bladdered tanks
TOTAL	 1732
	
75^s
	X82
	
9Q0
	
605
	 X624
	
115
	
665
	
x.12
	
6670
TOTAL
	
131
	
1299
	
1$82	 7537
	
376
	
733
	
236
	
14335
'TOTAL	 22605
	
510
	 1118
	
43O
	
3239
	
115
	
665
	0
	
0
	
1055
	
8022
+\c^:..^msa^ip^V^r,^,,,.^.r., `,^^rr Les^ti:
.,.
^" .,
^.^^
TABLE ^-2 {continued)
4iEIGHT SUhII^iARY F'OR CANDZDA^E COI^IFIGURATIaI^S
Equivalent Weight {Lb)
3 Rear
APPLICATION/F'tPTC`BTaN	 ITEM	 Ini^cial	 Total
I1^T'I'ERPLANETARY
I-WO-F	 Urine and wash water recovery	 Wet oxidation	 1802	 7T+1^
Waste management	 Vacuum dry with plush	 37^+	 730
Makeup water
	
BJ.addered tanks 	 108	 15547
'DOTAL 3- 5^B E 2^3 5^1
cn	 I--VD-M--S	 Urine water recovery Vapor diffusion ^b8 97fl
i	 Wash water recovery Multifiltration X30 3239
Waste management Slinger/vacuum drying 11S X65
j	 Makeup water Bladdered tanks 0 0
TOTAL 1013 F18^'
I-VC-M-F 	 Urine water recovery Vapor compression ^2^ 102
}	 Wash water recovery Multifiltration ^3O 3239
LTaste management Vacuum dry with flush 37^ 730
Makeup water Bladdered tanks C 0
TOTAL ^D 5371
r
^,>
.	
L	
_...	 -
	
^.	
^^	 s
_.W,._	 ._
---
	 _..	 ^^
.^
Figure ^+-3, depicting interplanetary configuxat3,ons, shows that the con-
^^	 cepts employing the highly efficient multifiltration have the lowest
equivalent weight. Configurations Z-Vb-M..`: and 1-VC-M-S have iow Freights
because no water makeup was required and because vapor diffusion and vapor
compression are low weight concepts.
Figures ^-^ to k-6 show the results of the cost trades i'ar the tree
applications considered. The lox cost con:^igurations were the ones which
included multifiltration for wash water recovery because it normally
eliminated the need for resupply water and 'because it cost less. Multi-
filtratian cast about 5 mil^.ion dollars less initially and cost about 15
mi^.lion dollars less over the three year period. A].l3o the stinger/vacuum
drying waste management concept cast about ^ milli.on dollars less for all
applications. Configuration 5-FE.-M-S costs about 3 to 5 million dollars
less than S-VC--M-S because of the dii'ferenee ^.n cost of the urine processing
concept for Space Station. The configuration using vapor compression had
a Lower cost for Lunar Base because its higher in3.tial cost was offset by
tower resupply costs.
The interplanetary configuration emp^,oying wet oxidation trades unfavorably
because of the large matceup water requirements. The difference in costs
then bet'w'een the low cost configurations, I-VD-^i-S and T-VC-M-F, are due
to the higher costs of vapor compression for urine water recovery and
vacuum dry with flush for waste management.
The above discussions indicate the results to be very dependent upon the
costs of the concepts for performing the waste and the water management
functions, A close examination of the data shows that the hardware costs
for Space Station account for 70 to goo of the total cost. At the other
extreme, interplanetary application costs are not as strong a fiction of
hardware costs because of the higher launch and power penalties. About 20
to 50^ of interplanetary costs arc due to hardware casts.
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TABS 1+- 3
^.	 COST SUMMARY I`OR CA?rDTDATE COId^'IGUT^ATIONS
r
tip:_
Equivalent Cnst ($x106)
`	 APPT^TCATTON/F'(SNCTION	 ITII4I	 Initial	 3 YearTotal
SPACE STATION
S--VC--RO-I' Urine water recovery
Wash water recovery
Waste management
Mal^eup water
S-^'E M-S Urine water recovery
^	 WasY^ water recovery
o	
Waste management
r	 Makeup water
S-VC-F
	
	
Urine and wash writer recovery
Waste management
Makeup water
S-VC-M-S Urine water recovery
Wash water recovery
Waste Management
Makeup water
Vapor compression 25.27 22.25
Reverse osmosis 10.12 23.56
Vacuum dry with flush 7.81+ 11.39
Bladdered tanks
.85 1.06
TOTAL p$ ^1.1^i .
Flash evaporator 12.21 16.85
Multifiltration 5. ^+G 9.77
Slinger vacuuttt dry 1{ . 38 7.1+9
Bladdered tanks O D
ToTA^ 21.99 31+.11
Vapor compression 15,92 27.01
Vacuum dry with flush 7.84 11.39
Bladdered tanks .$1^ 3.79
TOTAL 2!^ . 6O t^1g
Vapor compression 15.21 22.79
Multif,,ltration 5.1+0 9.77
Slinger vacuum dry 1.38 7.^9
Bladdered Tanks 0 0
TOTAL 2.99- 39.05
^_	 -^
^-	 .,	
. ^
^	 -	 _	
,.
r,	
__Y ^ 	 -	 ^'
,^._	 -,.' w
..
a.. ^_	 lRi..:i..L^wta^^_._....v'.wi.^^=a'.u^'ai^-..^^!3ti:w^^a.a '._.._: ... . ,_^tl1C,s- .._...^.r=._	 _.
APPLZCATI41`i/FUNCTION	 ITBd	
3 xear
Initial	 Total
LUNAR BASE
L-AE--M-S Ur^.ne water recovery 	 Air evaporation with electrolytic
pretreatment 15.78
Wash water recovery Multifz].tratian 6.17
Waste management Slinger/vaeu^n dry ^+.ST
Makeup water Bladdered tanks 0
TCrTAL ^^ .5^
L--VD-RD-S	 Urine water recovery Vapor di^'fusion 13.5
Wash water recovery Reverse osmosis 3.3,81
,^	 Waste management Slingerjvacuum drying x.57
^	 Makeup water iladdered tanks 1.08
TOTAL 30.9
L-WQ-^'
	 Ur^.ne and wash water recovery Wet oxidation ^.^. ^31^
Waste management Vacuum dry with flush 8.^+$
Makeup water Bladdered tanks 1.^3
TOTAL 2^ .75
L-^VC-M-S	 Urine water recovery Vapor compression Z&.0^
Wash water recovery Multifi^.tration 6.17
Wast^s management Slinger vacuum. dry x+.57
Makeup water Bladdered. tanks 0
TOTAL 26.78
28.3.6
16.7
9.^^
a
5 0
21.61
33.2
9. ^^+
3.6. ^7
^0^7
^l. 9'^
13.53
3^.5a
90.00
2^ .3.5
3b, ^+7
g.1^^
a
50.06
^	 ..._._
F ti;I ^
► 	 ^
'!-
-µ
`
^L`
TABLE 1+-3	 continued)
COST SUMMARY FOR CAI7DIDATE COI^IFTGURATI0Fi5
---
I
-	 -
Equiva3ent Cost { $xT.06)
APPLl:CATTON/FUNCTION ITFhi Initial 3 'dearTotal.
zr^rERrLarr^T.^.^x
`^	 I-WO-F	 Urine and wash water recovery
	
Wet oxidation 28.35 353.55
._	 Waste management Vacuum dry with ^3ush x.2. 35 27.2
Makeup grater Bladdered tanks 25.1 348,64
TOTAL 65.91 379.bZ
I-VII-M-S
	 Urine water recovery Vapor di^^ision 10.56 37.21
i	 Wash water recovery Multi^iltration 30.82 57.70
N	 irTaste management Slinger/vacuum drying 5.78 21.x+9
-	 i	 Makeup water B3addered tanks 0 0
TOTAL 27.1b 1.x.6 . 4
I-VC--M--1^	 Urine water recover^,; Vapor compression 22.28 ^5<71
Wash water recovery Mult3.^iltration 10.82 57.70
Waste management Ve,cuum dry with flush 12.35 27.2
Makeup water Bladdered tanks 0 0
'IOfiAL ^+5 ^ 230.83
^€^, ..
,r
._	 _
1
,_
^.:	 _
_	 .^
--^	 _.
-^ : ^.-^`
.•
A	
+	
4.^.
r..y^
	 From an equivalent weight standpoint, expendables and spares are the most
influential factor Followed by fixed equipment weight and power weight.
^C.2 Qualitative Evaluations
A description of quantitative consa.derations was given in section 2.3 of
this report. 'Phase considerations were used to restrict the number of
candidate configurations (system combinations) selected in section 3.5,
only concepts with the highest 3 rankings, qual3.ta'tively, were considered.
^n this section, the candiate configurations are compared on a enmbined
system basis.
The qualitative evaluations for the configurations were obtained by assign-
ing point values to the individual concept evaluations given in Table 3-^.
Three points were given Por high rating, two Por medium and one for low.
The values Por the concepts making ^;^, each candidate configuration were
averaged and then the appropriate rating high, medium or low was given
to the configuration based on the resultant avexage point value. This
was done for each candidate configuration and Por each qualitative con-
sideration. As an example, consider performance for S VC-RO-F. IP the
point values are averaged for these concepts, 2.b^' paints result which is
closPSt to a high rating. Thus, S-VC-RO-F is given a high rating in per-
formance as seen in Table ^-^. This was dose for all the candidate concepts
shown in the table. The last column oP tab^.e ^-^+ shows the point totals
based on three points Por high, two points far medium and one point for
low. A result of this evaluation shows -that the highest rating results far
concepts using vapor compression, multiPiltration and stinger/vacuum drying,
S--VC-M-S and h^»VC-M-S. These concepts have six high ratings and one medium
rating. The next best rating ^.s Por I-VC-M-F which has four high rating
and three medium ratings,
-T3-
^	 ^	 _	 _^
-.:	 a _ .
..
^,
R3,BLE ^+-^l
QUALITATriTE EVALUATION
WATER AND WASTE MANAGEMENT CANAIDATE CE]NFIGURATIONS
CANDIA.ATE	 ^
CONII'IGifRATION	 w ^r►^
V
^
q v
^
^
^
`" ^
^ w
1'x"1	 i^i
+
^, m
^
w
S vC-RO-F
	 H M M H H M M ^.7
•'.	 5-FE»M-S	 H	 H M M M M M Z6
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!'	 In this sect^,pn, the combined evaluation i$ presented which includes the
j	 equivalent we^.ght and cost and qualitative evaluations. This is summarized
^,'	 in Table ^-y. An additional concept has been added based on the results
:^
s'^
	
	 of Section k.2 which is T-VC-M-S.:
Upon examination of the table it ca2i be seen that th:e configu^°atioris
employing vapor compression, multifiltration and stinger/vacuum dry waste
mmnagement are lowest in weight for 2 of the 3 applications. Zt also is
lowest in cost for. lunar 'base applications, second lowest cost for Space
Station and Interplanetary, and First in qualitative ranking in all three
applications.
A detailed ^xau^ination of cost difference between S-FE-M-S and S-VC-M-S
shows that the hardwsxe cost for flash evaporation was lower th^:n that for
vapor compression.
Configuration L,-VC-M-S was lower in cost than I,-AE-M-S primexily due to
higher resupply costs and power for air evaporation. These costs were
partly but not fully offset by higher hardware costs of the vapor com-
pr^..ssion.
Much Lower launch weights and hardware costs oi' I-VA-M-S made that con-
figuration lower in cost than T-VCwM-S even though the vapor diffusion
concept had a very high power cost.
It was clear fros^ the results that configurations using multifiltration
and s3.inger/vacuum dry concepts were superior in all applications and con-
sidering all criteria including weight, cost and quelitation considerations.
Vapor compression ranked by far the best overall concept for urine water
recovery considering the same criteria although it was not favored a.n two
applications from a cost standpoint.
f
f
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LLiNAR BASE	 L-VC-M-S 0 L-VC-M-S 0
L-AE-M-B ^, 5^1^ L-AE-M-S 1^ . DI
L-VD-RO-S 7^9^'^ L-VA-RO-S 30.70
L WO-F ^,7 T5$3 L-wO--F 3g,4^
INTE^?PLANLTA^t^C	 T-VD-M-S 0 I VD-M-S 0
z-yc-M-s a}^5 I vc-M-s 3.08
I-VC-M-F x+97 11i C-M-F ^^+. !^ 3
T
-wo-F 28,777 I-wo-F ^^3,21
i
rn
i L-VC-M-S
L AE-M S eud L-iTD-RO-S
L-l^rD F
I-vc r^-s
I-VC M-F
I-VD-^M-S
.	 ... . _	 :.	 ^	 .	 .:	 _ e	 .	
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TABLE ^-5
cArmrnATE corr^ICURATIDN EvALUA'"IO :1G
CONSIDERING tdEIGHT, CDST AND fl,UALITATIVE CHImF^T_A
RANKING flF BEST ^ GDNFIGURATIONS
WEIGHT COST
AMOUNT AMOUNT
APPLICATION	 CONFIGURATION	 HIGHLIR (LBj CDNFIt^URATION	 HIGHER (5x1a^ ) RUAT .TATIVE
SPACE STATION	 S-V^-M--S 0 S--FE-M-S 0 S VG--M-S
S-FE-M-S 373 S VG-M-S ^.9^+ S-VG F and S VC-RD-F
s-vc-F 5,57 s-vD-F S.DB s-FE-M-s
S-VC-RO-F 7,283 B VC-RD-F 27.0
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k.^+ Water Quality Evaluation
There exists a considerable amount of psychological difficulty for one
who has to consume water recovered from urine, feces, and wash water
eventhough it is physically, chemically, and mierotsiolo^;ically „pure"
according to certain standards established by various recognized scientific
p;raups (e.g., NAS/NRC, NASA, U.S.P.H.S.). "Potable" water recovered from
various sources of waste water (e.g., urine, feces, wash water} may be
unpa^.atable because of the presence of some substance not considered in
the standards, hence not detected. Tt may be unpalatable because of the
r
mental association of the water to its origin. Thus, water recovered from
urine, feces, end wash water must genuinely be of superior quality to
overcome the psyeholo^;ical barrier. Foor quality water recovered from waste
water has c very strong effect on the physical and psychological health of
the crew. Ae2aydration and low morale will result from the crew's hesitancy
to consume unpalatable water. Crews on long duration space m.issiona are
already under the stressful conditions of confinement and it does not take
too much discomfort to precipitate crew related problems and compromised
performance.
Thus far, the ma,^ar emphasis on water recovery systems has been on system
performance. Product water chemica:^ composition analyses have not beer,
thorough. T'ew developers of water reravery systems do the complete set of
chemical analyses on those quantities called for in the Sn-W-DD2D specifi-
cation which is currently recognized as the manned spacecra#`^ water pota-
bility standards. But even specifications in SD-W-D02D is incomplete.
I'or example, it does not mention the quantities of ammonia and urea which
may very well be found in the water processed from urine and wash water.
Urea is the predominant organic component in urine and ammonia rests
from the breakdown of urea by crease. Conductivity should also be included
in the standards for it is a measurement easily e,daptable to the zero-G
environment and gives a gross indication of the ionic content of the water.
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Water quality analysis has to be thorough and frequent. Experience has
'^^ ^1
_..^	 shown that the levels of certain quantities can vary widely, frequently
exceeding the set limits. It is almost a certainty that apost -treatment
system, such as multifiltration, will be necessary to consistently produce
potable water that will meet all potability standards for any chosen
system. Post
-treatrr,^:zt has not been reflected in this trace study. It
is assumed here that the product water is potable but it should be kept in
mind that a system that produces unpalatable water could be uncompetitive
from the performance standpoint due to the need to reprocess.
It must be noted that the following general comments made on product water
quality are based on incomplete chemical analyses. Neither are the chemical
analyses made according to a uniform standard so a quantitative comparison
cannot be made. Tt is recommended that a frequency schedule for specification
SD--W-©020 be instituted to give a bett^ .^ basis for a comparative water
quality evaluation.
Vapor Compression (Reference 5)
_.;
Performance test has been made with urine only. The effect of wash water
and fecal water on product water quality has not yet been determined. The
Chemtric report published only 20 ar so water samples with only 3 with
complete water analysis. The pH in all cases were below the SD--W-0020
specified level of F.0 which can be easily cora •ected with inn exchange
columns. Silver content exceeded the specified level in most cases. iVl.ckel,
mercury, Lead, and iron also exceeded their limits in significant number
of instances. The general product water quality rating is good.
Flash Dvaporation (Reference 2^)
Product water from the flash evaporator was reported to have a strong odor.
Hexavalent chromium and Tron levels were consistently exceeded. Only six
of the samples were reported in Reference 2^+. pH was mainly on the hi^:h
side but barely within the limit. head was not determined accurately enough
_7g_
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to determine if the limit has been exceeded. Only < 3 gpm was reported
but the limits were 0.2 and 0.05 ppm using the 1967 AD Hoc panel and
MSC-SPLC- ^5 standards. The nitrate level was exceeded once. The general
rating; is poor which 3s due mainly to the detectable odor.
Air ^raparation with Slectralyt3c Pretreatment {References 32 an3 33)
The product water quality of the air evaporation system with electrolytic
pretreatment is very good. It meets all the chemical and microbial speci-
fications of SD-W-0020 exc,:apt for pH which is genere,lly low (between ^ and
6}, Ammonia, which is not a SD-W-0020 standard, as generally high when
compared to the NAS/NRC 1972 standards. Some urea analysis was also done
but there is no standard with which to compare to. The product water from
the electrolytically pretreated urine is remarkably free from microorganisms.
2n fact, the air evaporation unit which initially had microorganisms
in its product water from processing chemically pretreated urine was free
of microorganisms after processing with electrolytically pretreated urine.
The product water remains sterile far all electrolytically pretreated water.
Some concern is shown for the sterile natuxe of the product water and an
investigation to see if it will be toxic when consumed has 'been initiated
by P^ASA-»JSC by feeding the product water to .laboratory animals .
Air Rvaporatian with Chemical Pretreatment lReference 3^+)
mhe product water from this method of urine recovery was actual3.y consumed
Y^y human sub,^ects an the 9Q Day Test of a Regenerata.ve Life Support System,
1971. With post-treatment and heat sterilization, this water was considered
acceptable by the creY.. Recent test (,Tune 197+) with an advenceu closed
cycle air evaporation unit shave the product water to exceed the NAS/IdRC
standards in foaming and ammonia. There was a singlE violation of the hexRValent
chromium standard and gross microbial contamination was detected. This
product water will need same method of microbial control which will compromise
its competitive p^.,sition. The water quality is considered acceptable.
.._
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-.^•,	 Reverse Osmosis (Reference 12)
t_
Water recovered by Reverse Osmosis genexally meets the water quality
standards recommended by the NAS/ik 'RC advisory center on toxicology. There
is more tolerance to poor quality wash water than poor quality potable
water. The general rating is goad.
Multifiltxation (Reference 35)
Multifiltration recovery of wash water has been extensively tested. It
was used in the 90 Day Test of a Regenerative Life Support System with
notable success. The main problem with this system is microbial control
which can impart an unpleasant odor to the wash water. The odor may be
so ob^j ectio^nable that the crew w^.11 refuse to use it . The product water
quality is generally good and there is no objection to its use if the
microbial contamination can be controlled even if some of the chemical
standards (e.g., specific conductivity, pH, I^aCl} are not met. The use
of heat fox microbial control will compromise its competitiveness with
other systems. The general rating of its product water is good.
Electro^iia7^ysis (Reference 3Fi)
The fa:Llowing comments on product water quality is based on an electrolysis-
electrodialysis water recovery fxom urine system. The chemical data for
the potable •water produced is from a 17 day continuous electrolysis-electro-
dialysis teat conducted under eontwact 1^A81-895+. All the physical properties
specifies'. by the NASJIdRC were analyzed for each sample. Only t'^rc of the
chemical standards, TOC and TDS were done. The pH values were low, mostly
below 6. It is suspected that mare extensive chemical analysis and post-
treatment be required before the product water achieves potability status.
The general rating is poor due to incomplete analysis.
RITE (Reference 37)
Only 10 batches were repoxted in the ASME gaper no. 71 Av-^. Feces, urine,
wash water, respiration/perspiration, food, packets, wipes and paper were
t	 ^^'^^ .
^^•:
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processed, Twenty quantities were analyzed per NAS 19.67 potability standards.^ 3 .	
The nitrate and nitrites were exceeded far most of the samples (7 out
of 10). Silver analysis was not done. pH was low (between 2.5 to 3.^+).
Conductivity ranged from ^. high of 2100 to a low of 2^0. The microbial
limit was violated 3 days with a count of 19, 12, and 11 per ml, The
general rating is good.
41st Oxidation (Reference 27 )
This system processed feces and urine inn bench tests and claims to be able
to process miscellaneous "spacecraft wastes". Temperature above 530°^
produced "high" quality water with rapid reduction in water quality at
lower temperatures. The wet oxidation process produces a clear sterile
salty effluent water that rewires salt remova3. and charcoal filtration to
ma3ce it potable. Rxcessive ammonia is produced in this process and a
catalyst study has been underway to reduce the ammonia produced.
Vapor J^iffusion (Reference lq)
The 'typical product water has been reported to be able to meet the 1967
SSB of the 1^AS standards of quality in a 90-day test period. The water
quality can be generally rated to be good. This system can maintain
sterile water conditions when challenged 'oy microbial innoculation. The
urine used in the test had to be pretreated with sulfuric acid and
chromium trioxide to prevent aztunonia formation and bacterial growth in
the ratio of 5.5 ml./liter raw urine. Throughout the test, the pH had to
be 3cept beJ.ow 5 to insure good quality product water.
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Sseta,on 5
CONCLUSIONS ANJ] RECOMNE'NDATIQNS
The conclusions reached in the st •:^dy are highly dependent upon the basic
data used such as weight, power, cost and expendables and upon the
qu^l.itative evaluations. Ur^fartunately, the characteristic data does
not originate from a common base, in most cases, and is not derived based
an equal require^.aents. Therefore only genera3. conclusions can be drawxa
based an the sensitivity of the trades to the various cost and wre^.ght
penalties, From a weight standpoint the following conclusions can be
made. Expendable weight in most cases is the ,largest contributer to the
overall weight. Next largest ffi^,ctor is due to fiaced weight followed by
power penalty. Weight penalties due to cooling are not normally signi-
ficant.
Hardware Costs, i.e., nourecvrring, recurring, spares and expendable, are
the most important factors for Space Station applieatian. Hardware cost
are also important for Lunar Base but fixed and expendable launch costs
and potter costs become significant also. Fixed and expendable launch
casts and power costs are even more important for 'nterplanetary applica-
tions.
The manner in which the indi^ridual concepts are combined to synthesize the
configurations is not important except that :^) resupply water adds signifi-
cant cost end weight penalties and system concepts which recover sufficient
wa^^er to eliminate resupply are highly favored and 2) if fecal flush is
used, a concept such as vapor compression must be selected to allow recovery
of flush water.
Considering equivalent weight, cost and qualitative considerations, the
following results were noted regarding concepts. ^'he most attractive
concepts for urine water recovery are, vapor compression, flan ;. evaporation
and air evaporation with electrolytic pretreatment. For wash water recovery,
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^r	 multa.filtration appeared somewhat superior to reverse osmosis. Waste manage-
^}
meat studies showed the sli.nger/vacuum drying concept traded better than
the vacuum dry with flush.
Vapor diff'usian trades very favorably from a weight and cast standpoint
and shows great patenti.el based on data available to the study. It ranked
	 ^^
poorly qualitatively, however, and more effort is needed to more fully
examine its po`^ential.
Wet oxidation also has eatgr	 potential because of its ability to process
many kinds of waste which was not fully accounted for in the study. 	 ^;
'.
Configurations which traded Favorably are as follows for each application.
Applicati on
Space Station
S-VC-M-S
S--FE-»M--S
Lunar Base
L-VC--M^-S
L-AE- M-S
Interplanetary
T-VD-M»S
T--Vr- M-S
t^rs,sh water
urine Recovery	 recovery
	
Waste Management
Vapor Compression	 Multifiltration Slinger/Vacuum Dry
Flash ^raporation	 Multifiltration Slinger/Vacuum Dry
Vapor Compression
	
Multifiltration Slinger/Vacuum Dry
Air Evaporation EP2 Multifiltratian Slinger/Vacuum Dry
Vapor Diffusion	 Multifiltration Slinger/Vacuum Dry
Vapor Compression	 Multifiltration Slinger/Vacuum Dry
Concepts using aix evaporation ere competitive but slightly more costly
foz• all applications largely because of resupply requirements. Power
costs far the Interplanetary mission also increases the costs for air
evaporation even though free waste heat is available. 'These results
apply to air evaporation with chemical pretreatment or electrolytic
pretreatment.
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	 The study surfaced information which leads to a number of specific recommen-
dations as follows. Since hardware costs and development confidence ere
such important parameters, tine concepts which have received substantial
SRT effort in the past and rank high in the study shou _i.d continue to be
developed. This applied especially to vapor compression, flash evaporation,
air evaporation, and multif^ .ltration. Other Concepts currently being
developed should be examined in more detail to assess their ultimate and 	 +^
likely potential before additional funds are upended.
The task of evaluauing water and waste management concepts should be a
continuous effort and tc make this effort more effective., the follot^ing
recommendations axe made:
1. Flight weight estimates of hardwr^a, equ3.pment, spares and
expendables should originate from a common set of ground rules.
2. Standaxdized testing pxacedures for water quality should be
followed by all contractors so a mare accurate assessment of
perforfnaIICe can be made .
3. [Tnifarm costing methodology should be followed for hexdware
nonrecurring and recurring sa that more accurate relative costs
can be obtained.
k . !^n imisroved method of qualitative evaluation is needed based on
specific go-no-go cxitexia,
_$!^_
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APk'ENAIX A
DETAIL^T} CALCULATION RESULTS
fih^.s appendix contains the detai^ .ed trs.deoff data for cost end weight
calculations fox s11 concepts and configuration candidates considered in
the study. "Concept" refers to the methods of processing urine, flush
water, ^r$eh water and feces. "Configusstian" refers to the combination of
concepts when they have been combined into a system far water and waste
management. The d$ts allows the reader to examine the detailed contrz-
buting cost and weight elements in the trades fox sensitivity analyses.
It also enables the reader to perfox^n trades on coni'^^urations other
than those considered in this report.
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^ rs C ^1^ITIA^, WEIG"tiTS (LES )
PROCESS c i c^ ^
CONCEPT i^SAT^AL ^a,^^ ^
k^xED&
y0-»DAY POWER LIQUID ATR TOTAL IRITIAL
cn ^ ^-+ SPANS COdLING CddLING
VAPOR C0^'IPRRzSSIbN U x u 59 ^6 -- 7 • T 513
x+59 ^3 -- ^	 8.3 510
x >+59 ^2 -- 7.2 508
u ^ ^'w x 552 68 -- 11. 5 632
552 6^ ---- 12.3	 _ 628
x 552 63 -- 10.6 626
U + wW x 13^^. ^^61 -- 77.3 1879
x 131 x+33 --- 82.8 1$57
i x 13+1 X22 --» 71. ^ 183+
f
U + F`W x 1371 X83 -- 81.0 ].935
+ 4dW x 1372 ^+5^ -- 86, 8 1}12
x 1371 ^k3 -- 7>+.8 1889
AIR EvAPORATSON WITH U x 898 X06 20.6 3^ 1359
^L^CTROLY^Ie x 898 230 23•Z 36 1187
P ^	 ^ATMENT
U X
x 898
5^+7
22^
2^1
17.9
20.6
31
6.2
1171
815AIR EVAFORAmION WITH
CHEMICAL PRETREATMENT X f 5^+7 77 23.1 6.6 65^	 .
^: 5^T 75 17.9 5.7 6^+6
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TABLE A-1. CON _ '^' IT^ITr^r, WEIGHT	 Page ^.^^ ^
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TABLE A-^.. CO^f... 'T INITIAL WEIGAT 	 P e 2 of 't
^^	
^	 ^	 ^
^_.
^ °^,' ^ INITIAL WEIGl^TS (LBS) 	 ^ ^
[p^ /^/'1/y^
^ -
^-1 ^11.L^1LCQNCEF'T l^3ATERIAL ^
^`
^ ^; gO_pAY POWER LIQUID AIR Tt}TAL INITIAI,
,^ ^ SPARES COOLING CG4LZ3^iG
REVERSE OSMOSIS wW :^ 511 58 -- 14 609
x 5>{1 5^ -- ^	 14 645
x 511 5j -- g 603
ME?LTIFILTRATION LTW X 1+12 16 -- 2.7 X31
X X12 15 -- 2.9	 - X30
x 112 15 -- 2.5 X34
VAPCJR DIF^'ITSION U X 162 299 21 1 5 X97
^ X 162 281 23 16 1 82
^ X 162 271+ 18 a.1+ i< 6$
ELEC'^'R4DTALYSIS U X 113 l4 --- 2 125
x 113 to -- 2 125
x 113 10 -- 2 125
U + w x 608 73 -- 12 b93
x 608 6a -- 13 689
x bob 66 11 685
FLASH EVAP4fiATI4N U X 2g0 122 -- 20 X32
x 294 11^t -- 22 1^2b
x ego 112 -- i8 1+24
u + w x 1368 622 -- 1a1} z091<
x 1368 586 112 2466
x 13b8 570 --- 96 ?03^
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+	 ';	 TABLE A--1.
	 CONS	 T T^IITTAL WEIGHT	 ^`	
`^`:	 Page 3 c .;4,
^^_	
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cd u^i q I1^TTIAL WEIGHTS (LBS j
PRflCESS^ ^n ^ ^
CONCEPT N^ATERIAL ^ ^ m^ F'IxED &a ^
fa
90-DAY P(3WER LIQUID AIR TOTAL IftITIAL
u^ ^ SPARES I	 COOLII;G COOLING
WET Ox1DATION U x 2^+2 g6 ^	 ?1 2 631
x 2^2 g1 23 2 358
X 2^2 $$ 38 2 350
U ^ FW x 31 5 1^1 31 2- ^8g
• x 3z5 133 35 3	 - X86
x 3z5 130 27 2 ^^^
_ 1835U + ww x 6gz 921 208 ^5
x 69z 86`r 232 17 1807
x 6g1 81+5 18o z^+ 1730
ALL x 712 g66 218 16 z912
•
x 712 909 2^^ 17 1882
.. x 712 886 z8g .15 2802
i
^^mE U x 532 za5 21 2 660
r x 532 gg 23 2 656
x 532 g6 18 2 6^+8
U ^ FW x 2112 15^e 31 3 130Q
x 1112 1^t 5 35 3 1295
x z112 z^2 27 2 1283
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TAHIrE A-1. COHC"^ INITIAL HEIGHT
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Page ^ o^
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4f^
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' [^ U) Li LSD 1.1.1../iiJ	 iY i.e.l.ti.ilJ 11.7	 ^ J..7^7
PFtOCESS^ rn ^ ^
FIXED &GORGEPT MATERIAL u ^
^
a^
.r.7 q0-DAY POWER LZQUIL AZR TDTAL ZNIT%AL
va ^ H SPARES CGdLING CDOLZIYG
RITE (CONY} U ^ WW x x+033 1007 208 17 5265
x+033 9^8 232 18 5231
x X033 92^+ 180 15 5153
ALL x x+167 1061 218 18 5^6k
x+167 g99 2^+^ 19 529
x k167 973 189 16 535
BAG/STORAGE F X 211 1.5 0 0.25 213
211 1. ^t 0 0.27 213
1.^ 0 0.23 213
v
VACUUM DRXING F X 285 :3.0 ^	 0 0.50 289
285 2.8 0 0.5^^ 288
X 285 2.7 D o.^6 288
SLINGER TYPE F x 105 9.3 0 1.55 116
105 8.8 0 1.67 115
x l05 8.5 0 1•^.^ 115
VACUUM DRY WITH F X 336 35.7 0 6,00
FLUSH 336 33.6 0 6.^+3^ 76
X 336 32.7 0 5.5^ 3?^
^ F -- Feces
U -Urine
F"W -Flush Water
67W - ^da,sh Ws,ter
i{-
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TABT,E A^2 CONCE^'T WETGH'i' INCREASE -- 3 YEAR MTS810N
1
^^^
2 of 3
•
ca
^
m
INCREASE TN WEIGHT (CBS)
ra w
as
^
^ Tota1 Total. Weight
Process ^ ^ a ^pendables ^,iquid Air Weight far 3.Year
Concept Materisl^` ^ ^ ^+ &^ Sparse ^^ Pager Cooling Cooling Increase Mission (lb.^
VAPQF. DIFFUSION U x 163 57^ 22 67 826 2323
x x63 285 16 ^^ 508 g9a
X
X 163 285
20
12
0
^2
$
5a2 970
ELE4"TROLiSTS U 1679 1707 1832
X 1679 10 0 5 16g^ 1819
X 1679 10 0 5 169 1819	
^.-U + W X 7839 139 0 53 8031 872+
^ X 7839 69 0 35 793 8632
`; x 7839 69 0 33 791 8626
FLASg EVAI'ORATTON U X 798 233 a 88 1119 1551
x 798 116 0 58 972 1398
X 798 116 0 56 .97a 1390
U + WW X 368 31$5 0 X53 5332 7^'ti
X 368 592 0 297 X573 6639
x 368 592 0 285 x+561 6595
WT^i' OXIDATION U X 1038 1$5 22 7 1252 3.613
x 1038 92 16 5 3.151 3.509
X 3.038 92 12 ^ 11+6 162a
-	
-
229^CU + FW X 11^g1 271 33 10 1805
X 1^g1 13^+ 2^+ 7 1656 212
X ,	 191 13^+ 1$ 7 11650 212+
u + WW x X335 1769 225 67 6396 8231
X X335 877 3-59 ^+^+ 5+15 7222	 .
x x+335 877 119 1+2 5373 73.03
ALL X ^52^ 185 236 70 668 8596
X ^+52^+ 919 166 ^+6 5675 7537
x ^+52^ 919 125 ^^ 5612 714
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`FABLE A--2 CONCEPT WEIGH INCREASE - 3 3CEAft I4fT55I0N
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^ m^ ^ INCREASE TN WEIGHT (LBS) .
^^
Toted. Tata.7. Weight
Frocess ^ ^ ^ ^ Expendables Liquid Aar Weight far 3 fear
Concept Material. ^ ^ ^ Spaxe^ ^ • Purer Coa}.ix^g Coa].3,n^ Tncreee^ Misoioa ^1.b. )
VAPOR CQMPRESSTON u % 542 8g o 34 665 1178
X 542 44 0 22 0'08	 ^ 3118
x 542 ^+^ 0 21 607 ^-1-1.5
U 1 Fw x 680 1.31 0 50 861. 1493
x 680 65 0 33 778 1406
X 68D 65 0 31 776 11+02
t3 ^r WW X 1732 881 0 325 2841 >^820
X 1.732 438 0 220 2390 1247
^ X 1732 438 0 213. 23$1, 4215
i u -r FW X 3.779 927 0 351 3057 4992
+ WW x 1.773 459 0 231 246g 1+381
x 1779 459 0 221 2458 4348
ATR EVAPO^t;4TTON WITH U
_ X 2064 968 22 218 3272 1631.
ELECTRO^,YTTC PRE'I`REATMENT X 2064 232 16 11+3 21+55 3642
x 2064 232 12 137 244 5 361.&
ATR EVAPORA'^TON WITH U x 1740 464 22 27 2253 3068
CHENITCAI, PRETREATMEI+IT x 1740 78 16 18 1.852 2506
x 1740 7$ 12 17 1847 21+93
REVERSE aSMOS^s Ww x 3936 111. o ^^ 1+a89 4688
x 3936 55 0 28 4019 4624
x 3936 55 0 26 4017 4620
MCTI.,TTFTLTRATTON ^s^F] X 2790 31 0 1.2 2833 3261
X 2790 11 0 8 2809 3E39
x 279a 11 0 8 2809 3239
_	
_^-_
INCREASE ^ W.^IGHT tLBS}
To'Ge7. Tota3. Weigh
Lig,^.d Air	 We^.ght for 3 Year
Power Cooling Cool^ .ng	 Iaaer^^e ^.ss3on {lb. }
2[31 22 8	 1986 266
3.00 16 5	 1876 2532
1oa 12 5	 1872 2520
296 33 31	 2776 ^a76
1^6 2^ 7	 2613 3908
1^6 18 '^	 .2607 3890
193+ 225 73	 9972 1537
959 159 ^8	 8906 1137
959 119 ^6	 886 1017
2037 236 77	 10579 1603
3.01a 166 51	 9+56 ^	 1^+88g
1010 125 ^9	 913 1758
2.9 0 1.08	 3016 3229
1 »^+ 0 .71	 301 3227
1. ^+o
^
.68	 301 3227
5.7 4 2.16 	 751.9 101
2.8 0 1.^2	 78.2 1036
2. 8 0 1.37	 78.2 1036
17,9 0 6.76	 X61.7 678	
.
8.9 0 ^.^^	 550.3 665
8.9 0 1.27	 550.2 665
68,5 0 26.0	 X00.5 779
3^ 0 3.7.3.	 357.1 733	 .
3!^ 0 16 . ^+	 356 • ^+ 730
,.	 ,. ::
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.	 ^ ^	 _	 -	 ^_ -	 ^^.^.,.,.. _._^..^ _.._.u,.:^_..^.^_ _,.tip .
a^
w ^ ^v^'a
Process
c^i
^ ^' ^ Expendab3.es
Ma^erial^ ^^ a ^ ^-+ & Spices ^ .
u x ' 1755
x : 1755
x 1755
U ^ FW x 236
X 2^C36
x 236
u ^ Wk1 x 770
. x 770
x 77^a
AI,L x 8229
x 8229
x 8229
F X 303.2
x 3012
x 3012
F x 7k^+
X 7^^
x 7^+^
F x 537
x 537
x 537
F x 306
--
.....
Concept
^^F
&4GfS^ORAGE
vACwM DRY^^vG
sL^^GF^ TYPE
VACUUM DRY W3:^'H I`DUSH
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. a^ INITIAL COSTS MILLIONS OF DC}LLARS)
PROCESS ^ ^ ^
CONCEP`P MATERIAL v ^as Launch	 T.,aunch
T14ITIALInitialNon-^,
^ ^ ^ Weight	 Volume recuxr^iag Recurring	 Spares	 COST TOTS
VAPOR COMPRESSION U x O. 285	 0,021 7 .6 6 .g	 .^C	 15.21
^..ag3
	
0,07 7.6 ^	 6.g	 ^	 .^	 16. 0
x 5.100	 0.35 7.6 6.g	 .^+	 20.35
u ^ k'w x o . 3^+^	 0.028 7.6 6 . g . ^	 15.27
1.320	 o.fl62 7.6 6.9 .^	 16.28
x 6.g2a	o.^55 7.6 6.9 .^	 22.28
u + WW x o.865	 0.138 7.b 6,g .^+	 15.90
3.332	 o.2g3 7.6 6.9 ,^	 18.53
^ x 17.5+0	 2.15+ 7.6 6.9 .^+	 3.59
rn
^ u ^ ^'4T x 0.866	 0.137 7.6 6.g .^	 15.92
} ^ 3.12	 0.303 7.6 6.q .^+	 18.62
x 17.770	 2.220 7.6 6.9 .^+	 3+.83
AIR EVAP WITH ELECTRO- U X 0.5$1	 O.Ogo g.8 3 .3 .2^ 5 	1.016
LYTIC PRETREATMENT x 2.239
	
^^.198 9.8 3.3 .215	 25.782
x 11.636	 1.56 g.$ 3.3 .2^5	 26.37
AIR EVAP WITH CfEEMI CAL U x ^ 0.350
	
0 .079 6.7 3.0 .72^	 10.85
PRE^REATI^fENT x 1.350	 a.17^+ 6.7 3.0 .72^► 	 11,g^a8
x 7.016	 1.278 6.7 3.0 .72^+	 18.72
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. ^ TNITIAT, COSTS f'^LLIONS OF TOL^ARS )
PROCESS* ^ m m
Launch Launca Tl#ITIA^
CONCEPT MATERIAL
^
^
^^
cam.
u
^
^
^ Weight Volume Non-
recurx^3.ng Recurrit^
Tnitial
Spsres COST TOTALSa
REVERSE OSMOSIS WW x 0.336 0.035 6.9 2.10 0.75 x.0.120
x 2.289 0.770 6.9 2.10 0.75 3.1 .bog
x 6.758 0.562 6.g 2.10 0.75 z7.06g
MULTIF`ILTRATTON WW x o. 243 0.038 3.3 3..73. o.0 5 . 01
x o.971 a.a83 3.3 1.71 0.1.L 6.174
x 5.o9g 0. 612 3.3 1.71 0.11 10.821
`	 VAPOR DIFP'f]SION U x 0.121 0.010 5.19 2.51 0.2$ 8.151
t x 5.476 0,022 5. 18 2.55 u.28 13.518
^ 2.380 0.164 5.19 2.55 0.28 10.564
ELECTR^DTALYSIS U X 0.070 0.408 7.5D 7.20 0.90 15.678
x 0.269 0.017 7.50 7.20 0.90 15.886
x 1.410 0.123 7.50 7.20 o.9a 17.133
U ^ Ww x 0.378 o.05g 7.5d 7.20 0.90 16.037
x 1.453 0.3.29 7.50 7.20 0.90 17.1$2
x 7.61a O.gSo 7.50 7.20 o.go 2.160
r^.sx EvApo^ATxoN u x o.18g o.020 6.40 4.So 0.80 12.208
x a.73o 0.045 6.40 4.Sa 0.80 12.775
3.784 0,330 6.40 4.So O.So 16.114
u ^ ww x o. 898 0,088 6.4a 4.80 a. 8o 12. 886
x 3.463 0,195 6.40 4.So 0.80 15.658	 •
• X 1$.000 1.430 6.40 4.80 0.80 31.430
_	 ,
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• ^ INITIAL COSTS (MTLI,zONS or noL^)
PRCICESS# ^ ^ ^
CONCEPT MATERIAL, m ^m haunch	 I,a^unch I1^ITIAI+Non- Ini.^ia`3.^
P. ^ ^ We3.ght	 Volume recurring Recurring Spares
^5T TE)`r'
WFT OXIDATION U X 0.162	 0.039 B.0 6.0 0.19 1. 391
x 0.625	 0.086 8.0 6.0 o.1g 1^.go1
3.220	 0.63+ 8.0 6.0 o.lg 18. 0^u
v + ^w x 0.212	 0.050 8.0 6,0 0.19 1^+•^52
x o .826	 0 . 1.11 8.0 6. o o . zg x.5.127
X x.230	 0.813 8.0 6.0 0.19 19.233
v + ww x 0.558	 0.162 S.o 6.0 o,lg 1.910
x 2.200	 0.35$ 8.0 6,0 0.x.9 16.75
x 1o.87a	 2.630 8.0 6.0 0.1g 27.690
i	 ^
.o
^
ALL x 0.577	 a.167 8.0 6.0 0.19 1^.g3^C
x 2.277
	
0.369 S.o 6. o a,19 16.836
X 11.250	 2.707 8.0 6.0 0.19 28.1+7
BITE U x 0.339
	
0.05 10.6 5.28 0.15 16.^T.3
x 1.303
	
0.119 10.6 5.28 0.1^ 17.^+^2
^{ x 8,01.0 	0.870 10. 6 5.28 o,1k 2,900
v + F'w x O.Sgg	 O,o6g 1a«6 ^	 5.28 o.lk 16,786
x 2.6g1	 0,153 10.6 5.28 0.3^+ 18.86^c
' X 1+.017	 1.123 10.6 5.28 0.1^ 31.160
^-
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. ^ TNZTIAL CasTS (MILLIONS aF DOLLARS )
PR0CE58^ ^ ^ ^
CaHCEPT ^ ^^MATERIAL m
u
^
41 Launch Launch YkiIT.^A..LNon- Ini^iea.m
^ ^,^
-^ Tr7eigh^ Volume
recurring Recurring Spares COST T(3^'6^&5
RITE {caNT) v { ww X 2.6oa a.^3o 10.6 .5.28 a.1^ I8.850
X 10,022 0.507 10.6 5,28 0.1^ •G.5^9
51•Q60 3.720 10 ,6 5.28 0.1^+ 71.700
ALL x 2.69a 0.2^Q 10.6 5.28 0.14 18.950
X 10.366 0:522 1G`.6 5.28 O.l^ 26.gQ$
53.720 3.83a 1a,6 5.28 0.1^+ 73.57O
BAG/STORAGE ^' x 0.3.29 0.021 2.3 5.2$ 0.11+ 7. $70
x o .1^91^ o . 0 1 6 2.3 5.28 0.113 8, 260
x 2.600 0.3130 2.3 5.28 0.113 1a.66O
VACUfJM DRYING F X 0.172 0.028 ^	 13.8 3.30. 0 , 30 $ .GOO
x 0.668 0.062 1+. 8 3.30 0.30 g.l3O
3.508 0 . x+57 ^+. $ 3.30 0.30 12.370
SLINGER TXPE F x 0.068 0.011 3.2 1.05 0.05 13.3$0
x 0.2139 O.a23 3.2 1.05 0.05 x.572
' x 1.310 0.170 3, 2 1.05 0.a5 5.780
VACUUM DRY WI`I`A FLUSH F x 0.206 0.03!} 2.7 ^+. SO . 0.10 7. $13O
E x o.8ao x.075 2.7 1}.SO o.10 8.1375
^ x 1+.201 0 .5137 2.7 13.80 0.10 12.350
'+^	 F - Fec e s
U -Urine
FW - Flush Water
WW -Wash E,Tater
}:
;,
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	 TABLE A-^ COST TRADE DATA - 3 YEAR MISSI7N TNCREl^SE 	 page ^ of ^+
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3 YEAR COST 1:ftCREASE (MILI,I4NS OF DOERS }
^ m
^ ^
Process
^
^ ^ To^^e^1. Total Cost
Mate- ca ^ +^ Resupply Resupply CretF Spares & 3 Yew 3 Year'
Concept rial^ cR a ^ We3.ght Yolwne Poster Tlme Expendsblts iacreasa M3.ssioz►
VAPOP. C4MPRESSI4I^ U x . 33 .147 .370 .977 4.8 6,58 21.79
x 1,268 0.118 a.5o6 1, 1 1$ 4.8 8.11 24,15
x 6.66 1..736 2.785 3.959 4.8 19,94 40.29
u + ^w x . 1+15 ,13^+ .5^9 .977 ^+.$ 6.88 22.x.5
x ]..591 .148 4.751 1.418 1^.8 8,71 24.99
x 8.36 2,1.78 4.133 3.959 4.8 23.43 45.71
U + ww x 1, 06 .312 3.694 .977 4.8 10.87 26.77
^ x 4.053 0.379 5.050 1.41.8 lc . 8 15.70 31^ . 23
o x 21,27 5.541 27.809 3.959 4.8 63.38 97.970
^ u + ^r x 1.09 .351 3=^ 873 .977 ^+. 8 11. og 27.01.
^- ww x x.163 0.388 5.285 1.418 4.8 16.06 34. 6$
x 21.8 5.68 28.157 3.959 4.8 x;4.41 100.3
AIR EVAPORA'^I01^ WITH U x 1.259 .204 3 . 259 1.017 2 .94 8.679 22.695
FLECTR4LXTIC PRETREAT-^ x 1+.830 0.450 e.676 1.477 2.91+ 1.2.373 2$.155
MENT x 25.36 3.302 14.736 1+.123 2. g1^ 50. 1}61 76.90
AIR EVAPORATIOiV WITH U x 1.06 .172 1..937 1.069 5.28 9.52 20.37
G^iEMICAL PRETREA^MEiVT X 1f.O72 '0.379 4,897 1,552 .5.28 12.1$ 24. 12$
x 21.39 2.78 le.g1^2 4,332 5.28 38.73. 57.43
REVERSE OSMOSIS ww x 2 . ^+ .389 .463 1. . 189 g . 0 13.41+1 23.56
x 9.210 0.858 0.632 1.726 9.0 21..426 33.235
x 1+8,36 6.298 3.1}81 1 .818 9.4 71.958 89.03
M[]LTIFILTRA`IION WW x 1.702 .276 .131 1.60 0.66 4.369 9.77
x 6.528 0.608 0.1.79 2.323 0.66 10.289 1.6.473
- 
x 3^+, 23 >+.46^ .988 b.1^85 0, 66 iF4.877 57.7
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TABLE A-^ COST TRADE DATA - 3 YEAR MISSION TRCREASE 	 Page 2 of ^+
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3 YEAR CAST INCAEA.SE (MILLIONS OP ]QCILLARS)
a1
v
m
^
Process
^
^ ^ Total Total. Cor^'^
Mate- ^ ^ ^ Resupply Resupply Crew Spares & 3 Year 3 Year
Concept r3al^ rn a ^+ We^.ght Volume Poorer Tame Expende'b3.es Yncrease 2^ss3o^
vAPOx nzFFUSroN u x o.a9g a,oz6 2.399 0.739 3.326 6.579 ^.^-73
x 0.381 O.o36 3.280 1.a73 3.326 8.09& 21.611+
x 2.oa3 0.261 18.060 2.895 3.326 26.6!}5 37.2x.
E^^cTFtoDLa^YS^s u x 1.021 0. 166 0.08 1+ 0.675 2.700 1^,6^g 20.33
x 3.929 0.366 a.111} 0.980 2.700 8.089 23.975
x 20.63a 2.688 0.629 2.735 2.700 29,382 X6.52
v ^ ww x 1.782 0.771+ 0.582 0.675 2.7ao 9.5x.3 25.55
^ x.. 18.31}3 1.709 0.795 0.980 2.700 21^ .527 1+3..71
a x 96.318 12,51+5 1.380 2.735 2.700 118.68 11+2.81
FLASH EVAPCRAT.ION U X o.1^ 87 0.079 0.976 0. 1e97 2.600 1+.639 16.85
x 1.867 0.171 1.331+ 0.722 2.600 6.697 19 • r+7
x 9.805 1.277 7.315 2. a11E 2, 600 23, 01+1 39.16
U + wW x 2.21+7 0 , 363 ^+ .992 O , 1+97 2.600 10.699 23.68
x 8.621 0.802 6.821E 0.722 2,600 19.569 35.227
x 1E5 .265 5,888 37, >$1 2.011E 2.600 93.350 227.78
WET OxJ:DA`I'ION iT x a.ti33 0.103 0.773 0. 1+93 2.250 1E.252 1$.61E
x 2.1+29 0.226 5.136 0.715 2.250 10.756 25.657
x 12.753 1.661 8.818 1.997 2.250 21E.1E79 1E2.52
tF ^ For x 0.910 0.11E7 1.131E 0.1E93 2.250 1E, g31E 1q.39
x 3,1+59 0.325 1.550 0.715 2.25a 8.328 23.1E56
x 1	 18.32a 2.387 8.536 3.997 2.25© 33.1+90 52.72
U ^ wW x 2.61+1+ O. ^E29 7.391 p . 1E93 2, 2 50 1.3.207 28.12
x 10.11E1E 0.91+6 1.0.101+ 0 , 715 2.250 21E .159 1+G . yu7
• x 53.26 1E 6.91E1E 55.6^E1 ^.. 997 2 , 250 120 . og6 11E7.786
__	 .
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TABLE A- fit COST TRADE DATA - 3 YEAR M:LSSION INCREASE	 Pe.ge 3 of ^
3 yEAR CDST 1PiCR^A5E (MxLI,701^5 dF DOLLARS ^
^ ^
^ ^
Pxocess
^
^ ^ Tvta1. Tote]. Cost
Mate-
as
^ ^^ Resupp^.y Resupp^,y Creir Spares & 3 Year 3 Year
Concept r^.a1^ m ^ rr We3gbt Valrune Power Time Expeudabses Inarea^se MiaBla^
WET DxIDAT1dN ALTS X 2.6^+^. 0,^^6 7.79 0,93 2,25 13.582 2$.52
k	 (continued} x 10,586 0,985 10.593 0.7.5 2.25 25.229 X1,965
x 55.590 7.232 58.336 1,997 2.25 125,05 153,55
RITE U x x.. 070 0. 175 0.8 1 4. x+88 2.85 5, ^2k 21. 84
x ^,io7 0.387 1.150 0.709 2.85 9.203 26.6k5
x 2]. , 56^ 2.812 b . 33S 1.979 2.85 35.570 BU • ^►7
U ^- ^'W X 1,1}86 0.21 1, 238 0. X88 2.85 6.303 x3, 09
x 5.700 0.531 ]..693 _4.7'09 ^ 2.85 11. 1}83 30.317
' x 29.93. 3.898 9.32'; ^. • 979 2.85 1+7.985 79 ,11.3
a
^ U -^ W^F X 1}.721 a.76>} 8,08 0.18$ 2,85 3.6.907 35.75
x 18.112 1 ,687 11. 050 0.709 2.85 ' 31► .1e08 60.957
x 95.101 x.2.385 60 , 852 3..979 2.85 17 3.167 2131.9
ALL X 5,020 0.812 6.513 0;^1^88 2.85 3.7.683 36,63
t x 19.256 3..792 ].3..638 0.749 2.85 36.2135 63.153
x 101.110 13.153 61► ,087 1.979 2.85 186,179 256.8
SAG/UTaRAGE ^' x I.83S .o.c9$ 0.012 1,157 3.,68 1+.981+ 12.85
x ^ 7.0138 0.658 0,016 1.679 '1.68 11.08. 19,311
x 37.008 13.832 0.090 1.68$ 1.68 18.298 58.96
VACUUM DRYING F X 0.1+511 0.073 0.0213 2.656 3.6 6.807 15 a 141
x 1. 71}Z 0.162 0.033 3.856 3.6 9.392 18.522
x 9.113 1..190 0.180 0.76 3,6 21+,87 37.213
...._ .. __M.
	
^^ ;-;.
.w.a,_..^..^....,,a._...^...^-._ __
	
-	
.aa.^
,^	
--ti
_	 _	
_.....
..^.	 ,.
,r.
^	 _	 _;
^. _
TABLE A-^^ CO5T TRADE DATA - 3 YEAR MISSIAId ^GrRF.^SE 	 Page k of k
{_^
3 YEAR COST ZNCREAEE (NBIxLZOP^S OF DOLLARS )
m
Process
^
^
m^
^' Totn3. Tat^.l Cost
Afste- «s ^ ^ Resuppay Resupply Cre^r SpareL ^ 3 Year 3 Yemr
Concept r3a1^ rn a H j^e3.gh^ iTaltsme Pawer T^ Expends'bl^s Increase ^.ss^.en
SLZNGER TYPE F X 0.328 4.053 0.075 3..69 Z.0 3.3.05 7.x$5
x 1.257 0.3.7 0. 102 2.395 1.0 x.873. g.^+^+3
x b.6o0 0.861 0 ,562 6.6$x+ ^., 0 x.5.707 21. 9
VACUUM! DRY WITI^ FI^LTSH F X 0.187 0.030 0.2$6 1.$^2 1.2 3.55 1.7-. 39
X _	 0.716 0.067 0.392 2.675 1.2 5.05 13.525
x 3.760 0.x+90 2.].56 7.66 1.2 15.072 27. 2
^'	 F	 »FECES
u	 - uxz:^E
FW - FECAZ, WATER
^!,	 WW -WASH WATER
0
w
^	 ..
-- —^	
..
L.	
_
..	
^	 ,
^
	...
_ "`^
^^	
_^4^
k^
-	 a,i	 j ^' '
^•	 ^	 1	 ^ .,
FABLE ^-5. •WATER STORAGE WEIGHT DATA 	 .
II	 GANDIDATE SYSTEM COHF'IGURATIONS
^,4.,^
GOHCEPT
s-vc-^O-F
S-FE-M-S
s-vc-F
s-vc-^t..s
S,-AE-M-S
z-vn-Rows
L-WO •_x
M ^'
I-WO-F
I-VD-M-S
. ;:
Open Wttter Concept
Space Station
INITIAL LAUNCH RESUPPLY WEIGHT
FLED WEIGHT -^ - 3 YEARS
9d-DAY SPARES (^Sj(I,BS }
•	 88 5245
0 0
$0 4826
0 0
0 0
112 X558
236 lkagg
0 0
140$ 14099
0 0
186 1873
3510 409 , 320
TOTAL WEIGHT
- 3 YFAHS
(LB5}
5333
0
4906
0
0
6E7o
1+335
15507
0
2o5g
X13 , 000
	y	 `
	
^	
._.
_ __ ^..
a^^_ ^:
r
'y
,.., ...
r ,; t,
TABLE A-6 WATER STORAGE COST DATA
cax^^AT^ SYSTEM caNFZGrRATZONs
TNITZAL COST
	 3 FEAR INCREASE
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
	
^M^'r .i TONS pF EOLLARS }
CoAGejJt
S-VC-RO-F
S-F`E-M-S
s vc-F
S-VC-M-S
L-AE-M-S
L-vD Ra-s
^ i,-WO-F
^	 L..Vr -M-S
I-WO-F
z vn-M-s
I VC-M-F
Ogee Water Concept
Sgace S'tatioln
Launch
Weight
.05^
0
.0^9
0
i
D
0.262
0.552
0
17.30
0
2.2815
2.1^+
^i&1131Gh
Volume
.01^
0
. 013
0
i
0
0.039
{i. 0$2
0
7.23
0
e96
1.078
HardHare
Cost
.779
0
.778
0
0
.780
.79^
0
.882
^	 Q
.787
1. ^+^+
Tata7.
Initial
.8^C7
0
. a^+
0
0
^..08z
1.x+28
0
' 25 . ^l
a
^+. 032
x.658
Resupply
Trdeight
3.20
0
2.9^+
a
0
15.36
32.992
0
173.23
0
23.01,
2^+g.7
Resupg3.y 3 Year
'volume Imcr^^use
.01^- 3.21
a 0
.013 2.953
0 0
0 0
.039 15.385
082 33.0'T^+
"	 0 0
0^ 173.23
^	 0^ 0
0^ 23.01
^	 1.078 250.778
Iota]. Cost -
End of 3 pears
(I^f3.11^,ons o^ ^7ol^.nrrt ^
x.061
a
3.793
0
a
16. x+66
3.502
0
1.98.6
0
27.0
255.E
'^ Not resupplied - launcized initially
